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Van HOrn wins presidency
Voters turn out
in large numbers

Stud en t s
h ad
the
opportunity to meet SGA
ca ndidates Tuesday on
the deck of t he Industry
and Technology Building
dur i ng
an
event
sponsored by the SGA.
Candidates for all offices
were present to do some
last minute campaigning
• and tell students about
t he ir
g oals
and
~ qualifications .
Candidates were seen all
over campus In the
• weeks that preceded
elections.
Brian Van
Hor n, r ight, won t he
presid ency Wednesday
In a race that came down
to t he wire.

By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

-

-

-

When the polls closed
Wednesday, results of the
Student
Government
Association election were
slow to obtain.
With paper ballots used this
year instead of voting
machines, the election
officials
had to hand
tabulate the votes, said Jeanie
Morgan, Student Activities
secretary.
"The polls closed at 4:30
and we finished tabulating
the votes about 10 p.m.," she
said.
About 1,250 students cast
their votes in the election, an
increase of about 300

• Photos by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

from last year's 'turnout,
Morgan said.
Despite the use of paper
ballots, Morgan said voting
went smooth.
"Voting went on without
a hitch," she said.
Morgan
said
she
attributes the heavy turnout
of voters to the quality of
candidates and because all
the election races except
one were contested.
"When you have strong
candidates
and
competition, you are going
to have a good turnout," she
said.
Please see ELECTIONS
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Non-traditional students on
the rise at Murray State
By ROB HART
Viewpoint Editor

Look at the person sitting at
the desk to your left. There is
ll good chance that he or she
is a non-traditional student.
Or maybe it's the person on
your right. Or maybe it's
you.
Nearly one-third of Murray
.State students are older than
23 years of age, and over one•fifth are older than 25, the
' age most universities
: consider the starting point
· for
the
term
"non: traditional" student. The
, trend of older enrollment is
: changing the face of
: classrooms nationwide.
Billie Burton, coordinator
· of adult outreach and the
•Center for
continuing
' education at Murray State,
said the primary reason for
older students to begin or
return to college is economic.
"Probably 95 percent of the
· people I talk to come back
because they want to get a job
or a better job,'' Burton said.

...,
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Non-Traditional E'trollmant
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Source. CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUC.

"A trigger event is a life
changing event, such as a
divorce, the death of a spouse,
relocation or children
entering public school," she
said.
As the pool of traditional
students decreases, older
students are becoming
increasingly important in

For the past five years. residence halls costs have risen steadily.
Double

$1 .000

. Occupancy
Room

$800

17"1 Private
~Occupancy

$600

Room

$400

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

keeping enrollment numbers
up at both community
colleges and four-year
institutions.
The average student at
Norther n
Virgin~ a
Community College 1s
almost 30 while at the
Please see STUDENTS

Cost of Living on Campus _ _ _ _ __

$200
$O 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93
Source· MSU FACT BOOK

YEARBOOK WORMS
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Amanda Vandlvort, freshman undeclared major from
Sikeston, Mo., stood In line Monday to pick up her
copy of The Shield.
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Save the planet

_,

Although many people do not place a great
deal to emphasis on Earth Day, the day has
become significant throughout the years in
expressing the importance of the environment.
This weekend marks the 23rd anniversary,
and many local groups are planning events at
Wai-Mart, the Murray city park and Kroger's.
The environmental problem is one that will not
vanish easily. It will take a cooperative effort to
help solve this issue

Pre-trial
changed
to June
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Ed1tor

Special District Judge
Dennis Foust reset the pretrial conference hearing to
June 1 for the cases of 11 Pi
Kappa Alph a fraternity
members Tuesday.
"The main reason it was
continued until today was to
Jet publicity die down, whidl
it has as far as I know, and
to try to get a good feel for the
situ ation," Fou st said .
"There are some problems in
a case like this in terms of
prosecuting it, wh ich are
leading us to take wh at we
would call a wait and see
approach."
The frater nity members
face misdemeanor charges of
third-degree
crimina l
mischief and fourth degree
assault in Calloway County
District Court.
According to police reports,
the pledges entered Quintin
and Tami Clark's residence
in an attempt to abdu ct
Clark, an active fraternity
member on Nov. 22.
Mrs. Clark, who was five
months pregnant, was
injured during the incident
while trying to defend her
husband.
Foust said the previous pretrial
confe r ence
was
postponed because Tami,
Clark had not delivered her
baby. Since t hen, the baby
was born at Welborn Baptist
Hospital in Evansville, Ind.
Foust asked Calloway
County Attorney David
Harrington to obtain t he
medical r ecords of Tami
Clark and her baby before the
next pre-trial conference.
Foust said the reason for
obtaining the records is to
avoid double jeopardy. The
ju dge and attorneys Rick
Jones and R.O. Miller, who
represent the 11 students, will
review the medical records.
F oust and th e attorneys
said they hope to resolve the
case before trial.
"In terms of trying to settle
this case, as the presiding
judge in this m att er, I am
encouraging the parties to
explore all options in terms
of settling the case without
going to trial," Foust said.
"We are working toward
reaching a settlement that
will be fair to everyone,"
David Harrington, Calloway
County Attorney, said.
Miller represents one of the
fraternity m embers and
J ones
represents
the
rem a ining 10 students.
Public defenders would have
to be hired for 10 members if
the cases go to trial.
"My concern, as the judge
in this ,matter, is that if this
matter proceeds to trial...we
would be looking at the
possibility of (hiring) 10
public defenders," Foust
said. "'l1 h erefore, we are
going to exhaust all avenues
in this case without going to
t r ial."

Graduation glans

Index

Graduating seniors who are participating in the 1993 commencement
ceremonies at Murray State University
should arrive at Cutchin Field by 9:30
a.m., Saturday, May 8. Upon arrival,
they should check-in with representatives from the academic affairs office.
Commencement will begin at 10 a.m.
in Racer Arena. Following the ceremony, there will be a reception for
graduates at the Curris Center.
Seniors should attend a meeting from
12:30 to 1 p.m., Wednesday, May 5 in
Lovett Auditorium to discuss the commencement ceremony.
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Homelessnes.s seen in Murray
Plans for a transitional
By PATRICIA CASH
home
for people m a de
Reporter
homeless
by tempor ary loss
" It is very much a
Homelessness. The word
of job, burnout, eviction or a
conjures up images of
hidden problem in
host of other reasons liave
shabbily-dreued peop le
been nearly two years in the
Calloway County. ''
pushing grocery carts filled
making.
with
seemingly-useless
-Kathie Gentry
The home would shelter
articles and sleeping on park
three to five families or
benches.
- individuals for up to a month
Whil e
this typ e
of hidden problem in Calloway with possible exten sion of
homelessness exists and is County because many people that time limit. It would give
very visible, another type is move around staying with those people a chance to get
perhaps as prevalent but different friends and family back on their feet.
much less visible.
members."
"R ight now , we are
Rural homelessness is a
Gentry
said
the
problem
attempting
to find a suitable
problem across America,
stems
from
too little low-rent building or land site on
including Murray. It is housing.
which to build," said J an
difficult to say how big of a
Pooley, president of the
problem it is because it i~
"Several years ago, we Murray-Calloway County
hidden in a variety of ways.
heard of a woman who Transitional Home Board.
An Ohio State University visited with her sister every
College students are not
study quoted in the April 1991 day and slept in her car immune to homelessness.
issue of USA
Today every night so her sister
"Last year, we h elped some
magazine "indicates that the wouldn't be evicted. She students who were from out of
number of rural homeless could not live with the sister town and could not turn to
has increased about threefold because she lived in HUD their families," Gentry said.
(Housing
and
Urban "The dorms h a d closed and
since 1984."
Development) housing," they either hadn't started
"Homelessness is hard to Gentry said.
their summer jobs yet or
detect in rural areas because
Some residents of Calloway hadn't received th eir iust
there are mor e places to
hide," said Kathie Gentry, County are trying to find paycheck."
While the problem with
executive
director
of solutions to some of the
Need.line. "It is very much a problems which exist here. homeless college students

NEWSBRIEFS

may not be great among
Murray State University
students, the problem is more
har sh at other universities
ac r oss the nation. The
scarcity of jobs combined
with the declining amount of
certain types of imancial aid
has made it extrem ely
difficult for many students to
make ends meet.
According to an article
titled "Supreme Sacrifice:
Homeless students see degree
as key to future" in the April
1993 issue of U. The National
College Magazine, students
do everything from sleeping
in t h eir cars to hiding in
campus buildings because
they cannot pay rent.
For
instance,
Carol
Brunoe, a student at Oregon
State University, hid in
campus buildings until they
closed so she would have a
place to sleep. She, like many
other students, could not
afford to pay rent.
Another OSU student, Ed
Merrell, s lept in his car
during the fall 1991 semester
because h e too could not
manage to pay rent.

Admission standards may be
upgraded beginning fall 1994
By TIFFANY DEVINE
Reporter

Beginning in 1994, Murray
State may grant admission to
only
five
percent cf
applicants who do not meet
admissions standards in
compliance
with
the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.
By fall of 1995, applicants
must have a pre-college
curriculum outlined by the
Kentucky Council on Higher
E d ucation,
said
Rob
Hinkebein, Senator from the
College of Science.
Murray State admitted 15
percent of the applicants who
did not m eet the initial

requirements this fall, he
said.
Hinkebein said the new
requir ements will inclu de
biology with either chemistry
or physics, geometry and two
years of algebra.
"The compliance with
KCHE is an effort to increase
the retention rate of students
at Murray State," Hink.ebein
said.
Currently, students who
apply at MSU must either be
in the top third of their
graduating class and have
an ACT composite score of 21
or above or be in the top half
of their graduating class and
have an ACT composite of 18
to2L

Those applicants who do
not
meet
the
new
requirements in 1994 will be
required to complete 24 hours
of college cr edit in math ,
science, English and social
studies with a 2.0, said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions
at Murray State.
"The student s will n ot be
allowed to count h ours of
remedial courses toward the
24 because rem edial courses
may not be counted toward a
degree," Bryan said.

I

Stu dents in the preparatory
classes will be under
restricted classification and
can only take courses 200
level or below, Bryan said.

State begins regent search
Nominations to the Board of Regents for state universities
including Murray State University and to the Council on
Higher Education are now being accepte'd.
Individuals wishing to nominate themselves or others
should contact Michael J . Hammons at the governor's office,
(502) 564·2611. Current regents whose terms are expiring
may be reappointed.
In order to be considered, the information form and a con·
flict of interest statement must be returned by May 3.
Murray State Regent Marilyn Reed Buchanon's term will
expire June 30.

Scholar grants available
The Fulbright Scholar Program for 1994·95 will include ap·
proximately 1,000 grants for research, combined research
and lecturing, or university lecturing in nearly 135
countries.
Scholars in all academic ranks are eligible to apply, from
junior faculty to professor emeritis. Applications are also en·
couraged from professionals outside the academic environ·
ment and from independent scholars.
For further information and applications, contact Marcie
Johnson at Murray State University's Center for Interns·
tiona! Programs at 762·4152.

Applications being accepted
The Board of Directors of the Calloway County affiliate of
Habitat for Humanity has announced that they will accept
housing applications until April 30. 'rhese application~ may
be obtained at the public library, local banks and churches
and should be completed and returned by mail to Habitat for
Humanity, P.O. Box 1139, Murray Ky. 42071.
Anyone interested in further information on any Habitat
project should call 759-4735.

Week In Preview

"We want to say without
watering it down that we
have some expectations," he
said.
Once the 24 hours are
earned, the student will be
s wi t ched to unrestricted
sta tus and may declare a
major .
"H owever, the fees will be
the same because t he students
will have access to accredited
p rog rams
and
school
organizations," Bryan said.
The proposal must go before
the Academic Coancil bafore
the Board of Regents hears it,
Bryan said.
·
Editor's Note: This is the fourth in a
series of articles concerning education.

• Sale. Plants for sale by the tiorticulture club 2-6 p.m. today and 8:30
a.m. to 5:30p.m. Saturday at the greenhouse on College Farm Road.
Call 762-6945.
• Meeting. Participants of the 1992 Purchase Area Writing Project.
final meeting 9 a.m. to noon Saturday. Lowry Learning Center.
• Speaker. Jerry Sue Owens, president of Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland, Ohio will address the Office of Minority Student Affairs honors banquet, 6 p.m. tonight, Curris Center. Cost is $10.50 per
person. Call 762-6836.
• Tours . Native American Wood Walk Saturday and Sunday. Tours of
the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. both days.
Call 335·3681 .
• Program. Summer program for children in grades one through six
who are experiencing difficulty learning to read. 9~ 1 0 to 10:10 am.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, June 7-25, in the Special
Education Building. Cost is $60. Deadline to apply Is June 1. Call
762-2446.
• Free classes. English grammar and general math will be offered by
the Adult Learning Center, 6 to 9 p.m., Mondays beginning Monday.
Anyone Interested should call 782-8911 or visit the center in room 206
of Roy Stewart Stadium by April 26.
•
• Meeting. A.A.N.A. " University Group" support organization meets
at 6:30 p.m. every Thursday in the Curris Center Ohio Room.

urmost
e
resource.
We would like to
congratulate the graduating seniors of
Murray State University and the family and
friends that gave them the guidance to help
them reach this special goal May you use your talents wisely
and pass on the belief that a diploma is truly an incredible
resource for everyone.
At Peoples Bank, we believe in you. 'That's why if you need money for

anew car, a house, or to just get started in your new career, we will be
here to help you reap the benefits of your newly found resource.

..
httroducing the Oass of'93 Retail Fmancing Program.

Call us at 753-3231.

A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are l51byota models under $121000).

P~lesBank

The Hometown Bank
MURRAY, KY • MEMBER FDIC

.

C=)
..... -··
LINDIA

I.Dations
Mam Ortiu. 500 Mam at .5th • North Branch. North 12th at Oes111ut • South Branch. South 12th at SlOt)'
MSU Ttlltr Mldunc. Cwns Center• HOJptlll TtUtt Ma~ &03 Poplar

.502·7.53-3231

B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C. Make a deal on your favorite
Thyota and then driye it ~orne with no down payment. ullove whatyou do for nu!."
Seems easy doesn't 1t? It 1s, so get to your Toyota dealer
today for the details. Then get the Toyota you've earned.
®TOYOTA

See your local1byota Dealer
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Getting high at
By TERRY HAREWOOD

Police fight drugs in teams
Murray State public safety and other
agencies are on the alert 24 hours a day in
search of drug traffickers or offenders at
Murray State University.
These were the words of caution made
by public safety associate director Joe
Green, and Capt. Carl Martin, assistant
director in charge of investigations, to possible drug offenders at MSU.
•we go about investigating a drug
offense just like we would for any other
crime,.. Martin said. -we don't cut any corners.
; •we work with other law enforcement
agencies to try to combat such crimes.
! This cooperation could mean working
with the Murray Police Department, the
Kentucky State Police and at times, the
FBI, Green said.
: "A lot of the information is very
aecured,• Martin said. "Most of the infortp.ation is only shared with those people
'flho absolutely need to know. These inves1Jigations are usually very quiet."
: Martin said a drug investigation normally takes much longer than others.
: However, a student who is peddling
drugs at MSU should not get too con.fi~nt, Martin ~aid.
, "Most people who either use drugs or
8ell drugs hardly ever know they are being
investigated,• he said.
: •This is mainly because of the techniques we use and the cooperation we
have with other outside agencies.•
: These techniques include surveillance
4.nd undercover operations, said Martin,
1Vho has been working with public safety
for eight years.
• *A lot of the time we even share people,"
Green said. "This might include city
police, or a deputy who is enrolled at

MSu.·

Drug availability
surprisingly easy

Drugs in Kentucky - - - - - - - - •
Comparison of the number of drug arrests at
Kentucky Institutions:
Drug arrests .h1:~d~llo~ay
61
County in 1he.,p ast three
years:
· · ., .,

•

EKU
II WKU

Ill MSU
~

Morehead

1990

1991

1992

use

• indicates academic year. All others. calendar year.

1990
Source: KENTUCKY STATE POUCE RECORDS OFRCE

Martin said that the number of drug~
related arrests at MSU are significantly
low in comparison to other universities in
Kentucky.
This is due to a low crime rate in Murray and intense day-to-day investigations,
Green said.
-we are constantly at work in the dorms
and, like I said, we work in conjunction
with other agencies," Martin said.
Murray Police Department Sgt. Melod.ie
Jones said while Murray has a drug prob-

lem, it is no more severe than it is for any
other city of this size in the United States.
Even though Jones declined to say
where most of the drugs ara believed to be
originating, Martin said be believes most
of the drugs on MSU campus come from
lllinois and neighboring states.
Martin and Green said they encourage
students to share any information on poeBible drug offenses with them.
"You don't have to tell us your name or
any personal information,• Martin said.

1

.
Marijuana plants and other drug-related items much of which was confiscated by public safety.

~niversity
t

According to the old adage,
:'where there's smoke, there's

fire:• .
S.lmllarly! many. people
believe that m ~ en~ronment
fJuch as a umvers1ty, drug
abuse is bound to be prevalent.
: But, the question remains, is
there a drug problem at Mur·
ray State University?
: Even though admitting illegal drugs are used on campus,
many University, public safety
~d Murray city officials do not •
believe that drugs are rampant
~t the University.
• *I am not aware .of~ drug
problem at Murray, smd Don
Robertson, associate vice presiilent of student affairs, ..I am
X1ot saying that there are not
)hugs here because they are on
l8Very college campus. But it is
11ot reported to us that there is
:Web a problem at Murray...
Capt. Carl Martin of the pub,1.
~ t y o..ffi1ce sa1' d .tha t as
• 1c sa1e
~lo~ as man.:J';lana continues to
-enst, there will always be drug
in an environment such as
,a univ~icy.
! "Certainly there are drugs on
•campus. I cannot say in what
; quant!-ty, though.
• •If 1t were five or so years
: ago, perhaps I might have been
: able to tell you bow much is
f available, but right now it is
t difficult,• he said.

iuse

The effects that accompanies the use of illegal drugs
are plaguing in.ner-city
schools around the United
States every day.
Widespread drug-related
violence, shootings and stabbings have almost become a
way of life for some of the
urban schools.
According to a recent
study published in the April
14 edition of The Courier·
d
- _,
JourruM- 1 more stu ents are
using drugs before they even
reach high school.
The survey, conducted by
University of Michigan
researchers Lloyd Johnson,
Patrick O'Malley and Jerald
Bachman, found that LSD is
on the rise among high
school seniors.
But, while the
of marljuana increased a full percentage point, inhalants,
which were defined as
•potent chemical fumes
sniffed like glue, were found
to be the most frequently
used drugs among pre-high
school students.
Approximately 17,000
high school students from
135 public schools, 18,000
eighth-graders in 160
schools, and 15,000 lOth
graders in 125 schools were
used as the subjects.
The results illustrated
'that 7.2 percent of eighth·
graders reported using marijuana or hashish - a rise
from 6 ·2 percent in 1991·
According to a 1983 study
of drug abuse among college
students in the third edition
of The Resident Assistant,
ret~earchers found that 16
percent of tJie malea and 9 .4
percent of the females used
marijuana regularly on a
lar
n
. th
ge co ege campus m e
Southwest.
In a city of the size and
geographic location like
Murray, such drastic outcomes that accompany drug
abuse is not very evident.
But this is not to say that
.. ~1..---~
drugs can not be P~
at Murray State University.,
In fact, within a two-day
period, I was able to find out
how easy it is to obtain
these drugs, namely marljuana
For instance, I now know
that for $50, I could get one
quarter-ounce of "weed"
ON CAMPUS, I should add.
And, if rolled correctly,
one source told me, I might
be able to get about 10 to 16
joints out of it.

TERRY

HAREWOOD

Senior Staff
Writer

football team, basketball,
everybody was doing it.
Even some of the fraternities.
I use to go to some of the
fraternity parties and smoke
with them; and I also use to
go to smoke at many sorority parties. I went to one
sorority party and everybody there was stoned.
Q: You mean athletes
u.eed to sell it to you?
A: No, but we would put
up money together and they
woald buy it and divide it
upQ.: So, bow was it that
you were able to do so
well in the classroom and
coatinue to play 80 well?
1 aean do you think it
affected your perfor·
mance?
}.; 1 really don't think so,
you know. 1 did it occasion·
ally and 1 never did it before
a p.me, or before a big test.
It was nothing to me. I saw
it the same way es drinking
beer. But I would much
rather smoke a joint than to
drink a beer.
Q: I don't know how I
should ask this next
question. Did these peopie arive you the druars
free, or where did you aret
the money to buy them?
A: I paid for it out of my
own pocket most of the
timea. I ·used to bu,- ,a Bmall •
amount for about $50 and I
would sh,re it with my
friends. But the way they
wnp them there I could get
abGut 16 joints out of that.
Q: Did you deal directly
wUh the dealers, or did
b
1
yo• ave to re Y on your
friendl to IO aret them for
you.
A: Sometimes I dealt
directly with the dealers,
and at other times I would
ba1e to go through a third
party where I would not
know who the supplier was.
Q: Did you buy most of
the drurs on or off-cam·
p':?rd.say I bought most of
it 111 campus. And, of course
the dealers off- campus
wORld never make such a
bit deal about it, but the
ones on campus would

punishes offenders ~i!~ce;::;~ ;=~=r:t:

MSU Drug Polley

Distribution. PQSSession or use of illegal drugs - Posses-:.
sion of controlled substances including but not ,limite~ lo
amphetamines, barbiturates, hallucinogens ,narcotics~
.. ·'' .,
,
.
.
'.
.
'.
. m.anJua,r.a, .cocaine, anabolic steroidS, or other IntOXICants
and drug paraphenilia is prohibited. Providing or distribut.:
ing illegal drugs to any individual is prohibited. , ;
J ...:·
:
However, Martin said drug
use at MSU has been recently
on the decline.
"I can tell you that it is still
here, but throughout 1992, and
from what we have seen thus
far in 1993, it has apparently
slowed down somewhat,• be
said.
David Blackburn, associate
director of housing, said there
is difficulty in telling if there
is a drug problem in Murray.
He said actually finding
someone with drugs in the residence hall is tough.
"It' s a 1o t eas1er
. t? .wr1'te
somebody..up for susp1~0~ of,
say, manJuana than 1t 1s to
actually catch that person,"
Blackburn said.
"'mean an RA could walk by
a room and smell the marijuana, but when he (or she) goes
in the room the person could
deny it and probably say 'oh,
we were burning incense' But
it is really hard to catch someone using drugs.•

B ackburn said the moment
some one is caught using drugs
in the residence balls, public
safety is notified.
The mere suspicion could
also cause a student to be
severely punished, Blackburn
said.
*If the RA were to have a
suspicion that some person
was using drugs, the hall d.irector would first be contacted.
They would document and discuss the suspicion.
•And if there is strong evidence to support the suspici~
~
t h e pu bl'1c sa1ety
would be
involved: Blackburn said.
"But if marijuana or any
other drug was actually found,
public safety would immediately be involved.•
Blackburn said the person
could be expelled from the
halla.

•Repeated documentation
could have them kicked out,
because we have BUfficient reason to believe that they are

rience, approximately
how many dealers would
yoaeay there are on campus.
A: Ah, let me see. That's a
bani question. Shoot! rd say
about five hundred. No more
thm that...... I'd say no less
than five hundred dealers ·
oncam.pus alone.
Q: Where do you think
the most of this stuff
comes from?
k I think a lot of this stuff
comes in from Mayfield, but
a 1Dt of it is easy to get in
Mvray itself. I don't see
wbr people there make such
a big deal about it.
Q: So, one more question, do you think crack
ia available on campus?
A: I am sure it is, but I am
not sure in what quantities.
I've known people who were
inTOlved with crack and
cocaine, who got it on campw, but I can•t say h ow easy
tb.ai is to get because I was
ne•er really interested in
tb.i~
tbll&.
campus?
•
•
Baaed on that interview
am findings of my personal
A: I think ifyou have your inwstigations, I conclude
connections they are really that with the right contacts,
ea~!: ~et. ~-e_n I was and knowing the right peosm
lt at DQIUUl, it was ple, getting a high at Murwith athletes and I got most ray State is aa easy as oneof it from athletes; tennis, two-three.

bothering others,• be said.
On average, there are about
five cases of drug suspicion
every semeste~, said Rene.e
Rowland, .coor~ator of ~S1·
dent setv1ces 1n the bousmg
office.
"You remember those cases
at the top of your bead," she
said, ..there are probably no
more than five...
More drastically, the University can impose harsher punishmente on drug offenders.
"'t depends: Robertaon said.
"'t is a violation of policy and
the punishment could range
anywhere from a probation to
the penon being expelled from
the University.
"'t all depends on the nature
of the i~cident. If it's a first
offense, m what ~tities and
what.was actually bemg used:
he 88ld.
.
For the d~g ~ddlct, there
are
no orgaruzatlons
on campus which
provides counseling.
The Counseling and Testing
Center is concerned with pro·
viding advice to ~ople with codependency and other such
problems, said Kim Barrett, a
counselor.
"A lot of the time !Ve wolll;d
~ave sfam·~~icom.ethm who 11
m are tio
P WI someone
who has a dru~ problem, or

~~ !i~
said.

· On two occasions, I was
offered the opportunity to
get high with two of my
but, of course, I
From my inve<rh"ations, I
....'6
conclude that numerous
people at Murray State Uni·
versity are doing drugs,
namely marijuana.
This list includes athletes,
both male and female, but
mainly male, and students
at large.
I must say I was somewhat surprised by the
results.
I suspected that marijuana was being used on campus, but I did not expect it
to be in such large proportiona.
I made a call to a friend of
mine, whom I knew was
using drugs, and what she
told me was even more
mind-boggling.
~~i::onversation went

=::

Ift;t!!:f t!.ar!'::

:ech ~np!r:!a:l~h;
'
'------------------------...!
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VIEWPOINT
Becoming a
teacher caps
off education

EDITORIAL

Earth Day should
last all year l~ng
Earth Day is celebrating its 23rd birthday today.
Why not join the celebration?
, Local environmental groups will be holding a
i variety of programs and demonstrations today
:and tomorrow to help people learn to be more
:environmentally aware. But Earth Day should
not be ju st a once a year celebration, it should be a
life long philosophy, so take what you learn now
and build on that knowledge and commitment
throughout the year.
For example, today the People's Environmental
·Awareness Klub (PEAK) will be accepting
donations of newspapers and aluminum cans fro
recycling. But thanks to programs offered by the
~ Humane Society and Calloway County Middle
School, you don't have to save your newspapers
until this day rolls around, you can recycle them
year round. And there are many places locally
where you can recycle aluminum cans all year.
Plastic grocery bags can be saved year round
and returned to Wal-Mart or Piggly Wiggly for
recycling. Kroger takes paper bags.
As a society, we generate a tremendous amount
of waste and when we are not environmentally
responsible that is exactly what it is: Waste. But
when we recycle, it becomes something else
entirely; the raw materials for something else
which is beneficial. And today, Earth Day, is the
perfect time for each of us to make that change in
our daily behavior and the perfect time for each of
:us to make that change in our lives.

RAE ANNE
KLOSS
Guest
Commentary

I
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Cultural diversity is needed

-

- MSU students know
little of other cultures

I

Senior staff writer Terry Harewood's series of
articles titled "World Perceptions" illustrates a
- key fault found in Americans: An appalling lack ,
of knowledge about the world. M-ound the~ J "' iJ
Students believing lions and elephants roam tlie
streets of African countries and students not
,- knowing Antigua was in the Caribbean are just
two of the examples of cultural and geographical
ignorance that international students at MSU
have encountered.
Many of the students interviewed in the series
expressed dismay at the questions that they were
asked sometimes about their homelands but they
also said they were glad to correct the
misconceptions.
So when you have a question about someone's
native land, ask them. They may grimace at first,
but they will rather you know the truth than
continue to carry and spread a false perception or
their country. It may take a little patience
because of language differences, but it's worth it.
Remember, we can't have any perspective of our
place on the planet unless we understand the
world around us.
~

I am about to do something

Not

:~:;: .!o!:e~ ~8 :::~ ~~
barely know me.

Yes, I, Janice Fulps, the
eternal pessimist and cynic,
atn llbcnat ~o eomplinutnt
Murray· StaY University on
one of its components.
Most of us came to college
with the same objectives. The
cprimary one being to pursue
a field which would allow us
to later make some money.
Enrichment, learning, and
expan ding our horizons
would be just added bonuses.
I have been lucky enough
during my college career to
be involved with the
department of foreign
languages and the Foreign
Languages
Cluborganizations which have
provid ed ' those
added
bonuses.
These are institutions
which promote very positive
concepts like tolerance,
acceptance and appreciation
of other cultures and

Assistant Arts &
EntertainmQ{lt 1 ,

Edttor

languages-notions that could
help alleviate social diseases
like racism and prejudice.
These are just two venues
for cultural enhancement on
campus.
The department of foreign
languages promotes the idea
of studying another culture
and a second language. By
studying the culture of
another country, I have been
better able to understand how
I, as an American, fit into
the world.
I have realized what
cultural
imperialists
Americans usually are. Not
everyone should be expected
to know English fluently.

everyone

loves

McDonald's and MTV.
The Foreign Language
Club sponsors several events
throughout the academic year
which focus on the food and
music of the Spanish,
German
and
French
cultures. It is also planning
an event to focus on the
Asian American cultures for
next semester.
These foreign language
club events have taught me
that even small things like
knowing what cheeses a
French person would eat help
to break down . barriers
among peoples.
With
increasing
technologies, the world is
becoming smaller and
smaller. The United States is
going to be forced to play
"catch-up" in intercultural
relations.
Murray State, in my
opinion, is very fortunate to
have organizations which
are doing their part now to
prepare us for the future.
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Dear Editor:
As this semester comes to a
close, the NETO club for nontraditional students would
like to take an opportunity to
thank all the people who have
been such a tremendous help
to us this year.
A special thanks to the 199293 officers: president Kerry
Morris, vice president Chris
Collins, secretary Becky
Phillips, treasu rer Sharyn
Hollingsworth and social
chairperson Terri Jett.
We would also like to thank
the members who have gone
above and beyond the call of
duty in helping the club to do
its work: Diana Schwenk,
Glen Grubbs, Rick Pierceall,
Sandy
Garfinkle
and
Michelle Ward.

Thanks also to all of the
members that I don't have
room to mention here who
have worked at functions and
served on committees.
Without these members fllld
others, the. club would not be
able to get the job done.
The club has also been very
lucky to have the opportunity
to meet and work with various
members of the MSU faculty
and staff.
These people have been a
tremendous help to NETO
members and non-traditional
students. We wouHl like to
especially recognize and
thank the following: Paul and
Carol Bylaska, Dr. Don
Robertson, Mr. Jim Baurer,
Ms. Jennifer Young, Ms.
Nancy Wahl, Mr. Bill

Ferguson and especially Ms.
Billie Burton and Dr. Vi
Miller.
At this time we would also
like to recognize Becky
Phillips as the NETO
Leadership Award winner
and member of the year and
Sharyn Hollingsworth and
Michelle Ward as winners of
the NETO Heroic Student
Award.
I am sure that there are
many people that I have
neglected to mention. I
apologize for that and I would
like to thank all of those
people now.
Thank you to The Murray
State News for giving me this
opportunity to mention all of
these wonderful people.
Laura Naylon
NETO vice president

Schlafly dodged important issues
Dear Editor:
At a recent debate at Murray
State, Phyllis Schlafly refused
to answer the hard questions.
Would she ban birth control
methods such as IUDs and
some forms of birth control

pills since they prevent a prosecute women who have
fertilized
egg
from had abortions?
implanting in the uterine
Tina Hester
wall?
pro-clloice director
If one considers abortion to
American Civil Liberties
be the same as murder, why
Union of Kentucky
would you not criminally

I have done something this
semester that I never thought I
would do : I successfully
completed student teaching!
For four and a half years, I
worried about this semester,
dreaded this semester, even •
considered not completing
this semester.
•
But I did. And I am glad.
Because
of
this
accomplishment, May 8, 1993
at 10 a.m. in Racer Arena
will be the proudest time of
my life so far (graduation,
that is, for those of you who
are still recovering from
spring break '93).
Now that my student
teaching is almost over, I feel
that I am qualified to tell
those who are nervously
awaiting it what it is like.
Of course, all of us will
have different experiences; it
is the outcome that is the
same.
While I was student
teaching, I felt as if I were in
limbo.
I was both a student and a •
teacher.
For example, as a student 1
could go to the SGA movie on
Wednesday for a bargain. •
However, as a teacher I could"
not 10 at 8:30 p.m. (I waa still
at "work") and I couldn't go
to the 7 or 9:30 showings ·
because I was constantly·
preparing lesson plans. Go
figure.
But as the semester wore on, ·
I began to feel less and. less •
like a student and more and
more like a teacher.
.
It actually seems odd to me .
to be on the MSU campus now.
As far as students are
concerned, do not be surprised
at anything they say and do
because they will say and do
anything.
They swear they have
already read that book; they'
insist that no classwork can
be done one week prior to or.
after Spring Break; and they
think class is over five to 10 \
minutes before the •bell
actually rings.
But aside from this nitpicky stuff, the students are
fun, funny and fun to be L
around.
So in a few days, I'll no
longer be a student. I will be a~
full-fledged teacher.
"\
And like the Grammy's, the
Emmy's and the Soap Opera.
Digest awards, I have manyJ
people to thank for myj
wonderful student teaching!
semester: Everybody at}
Calloway County High School,
Mrs. Futrell, Dr. Landini, Dr...
Cornelius, Mrs. Cella, CarroL
and all my family and'
friends. Your support is ·
greatly appreciated!
i
But at the top of my list,
have to thank all of "my"•
students. They are the ones
who gave me the largest and\
greatest part of my college 1
education: They taught me
how to teach.
•
So, thanks ftrst, second,
third, fourth and sixth
periods-ya11 are awesome!
Student...
Student teacher...
Teacher...
Sounds nice.

1;

Rae Anne Kloss is a senior
English and journalism
major from Paducah. She has
her education certificate and
has spent this semester
teaching English at Calloway
County High School. She haa
also done some volunteer
work with the school
newspaper,
The Lake"!i
Review.
-
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Inmates·;, to csort
recyclables
Correctional Industries, a division of the ·Western
Kentucky Correctional Complex, will .supply the ,.Regiona,!
Recycling Center with workers.
·
~,
Workers will be minimum security inmates at the prison~
on which the old cannery is located. The inmates will sort
and process the items.
.
. .
Lyon County Judge Executive Terry McKinne'y, a 1975 ·
graduate of MSU, said the cannery was built at the
beginning of his tenure in office, 12 years ago. The building
will be restored to house the facility. In effect they will be
recycling a etate building. he aaid. '
.
'c
Inmates will be responsible for loading the compacted
items into semi-truck trailers, to ensure the best price per
ton, McKinney said.
.
Money ·received from the sale of the materials will be
... divided among those concerned with the operation. Fifty
· percent of t.lie fundS received will be taken by Correctional
Industries to be used for maintenance and labor costa.
, Twenty-five percent will be di:vided evenly betw~ the six
., host and.co-host counties. The ere~ twenty-fiye pemnt
· will be dinded equally among.government agencies involved
in the enterprise, McKinney said.
The c~nter will be :run, "just like a co-op, because one
county .: might have more of one item than ~nother/\:.
•· McKimiey ·said. One county may have a large amoUn.t of ·
aluminum, while another may have an abund ance of
newsprint. The co:..oping will ensure that all the counties
involved will get a fair share of the revenues incurred, he
said. ' ..
·
· ..,
.·
,
·•'.
· Correctional Industries will strive to produce plu:e loads of
each item in order to get the best price per ton.
The goal of the center is to create spin-off jobs in the area,
and to further the eoonomic growth of t.lle are~. he ~aid.
/
The center is not pl8.Ilning on being money maker, and.
Correctional Industries hopes to break even, McKinney said.
c

a

.
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cakes , bacon, ntirk, ~juice?

If you were to spend a day in
Winslow's glorious dishroom,
you would be amazed at the
amount of paper thrown outapproximately two 50-gallon
garbage bags a day. And, all
the food that is cooked and
prepared by a caring staff.
Not much of the foods in
Wmslow is recyclable. Sure,the
leftovers are dumped into slop
buckets, to be fed to hogs on
the University's farms . But
once you select an entree, it is
yours to do with as you please.
Unfortunately, a vast amount
is tossed down industrial
garbage disposals, by student
workers.

' t·I
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Population
Growth through
History

Lyon County center to ·help recycling
It began with a dream-- a
dream that would bring
recycling to western Kentucky.
Thanks to the foresight of
Lyon County Judge Executive
Terry McKinney, this dream
has become a reality.
In
December
1992,
McKinney proposed the
conversion of a 7,000 square
foot cannery, which the state
built about 12 years ago, into a
Regional Recycling Center.
McKinney said the center
can be operational by fall
1993.
The center, which will be
located at the Western
Kentucky
Correctional
Complex in Eddyville, will use
minimum security inmates to
sort the nine items that the
center will receive.
-rhe center will be run by a
local agreement which would
encompass the host county
(Lyon) and the co-host
counties: Trigg, Marshall,
Livingston, Crittenden and
Caldwell counties," McKinney
said. "We are committed to
buying $100,000 worth of

: Recychjlbles .• .. ·•
•Aintglass
• ~rown and green ·
. glass · k ,;. · · 'i~
• Plastic milk jugs ·,
• 2-liter soda bottles

Bill Benriter, di.reCtm Of .fOOd
services,said he firmly believes

that through education, the
senseless waste of food could
be curtailed.
Currently, Winslow only
recycles
some
of the
prepackaged items, such as
jelly and honey.
But for the most part it is all
thrown out, via dry garbage or
wet garbage, the latter ends up
at sewage treatment plant, the
former at the transfer station
and then a landfill somewhere
over the rainbow.
The senseless waste of food
and paper must end. So on this
day of the Earth, think about
how many napkins you really
need to wipe your face with,
please!

';1 •. ,

•• ;Newspapers

•Aluminum
• Corrugated'
cardboard : . ,. ·:
• Steel cans
• Mixed office pap~r-

involve universities and other
counties and cities in the area.
The center will be open to all
communities in western
Kentucky, he said.
•we are committed to
recetvmg
items
from
Henderson to Pennryille to
Hickman and all the state
parks within that area,,
McKinne said.
y
'

It took from the beginning
of time unti1181 0 for the
world's population to
reach a billing people .
Now, the total world
population is 5.5 billion
people and it is estimated
that by 2,000, the world
population will reach 6.1
billion people.

Each city that wishes to
18.3
participate in the program will
have the responsibility of
getting the items to the center.
A one and a half cent tipping
fee W88 originally in the plans
Graphic by LEJGH LANDINI for the center, but the fact that
it costs less than $30 per ton to
recycling equipment. As well ship garbage to a landfill
as pursuing other grants.•
quelled that idea. The center
McKinney said the center will accept materials without
will process nine differ6nt charge, McKinney said.
items.
The inter-local agreement
McKinney said that in the between each of the six
future the ability to process counties, eall.s for each county
other materials W88 possible.
to have two members on the
They are working on a board. If the by-laws are
:
program that would allow the approved, each member will be
allowed
to
be
represented
by
•
projected
population
llizes
host and co-host counties to
proxy, he said.
~----G=-r-ap-:h.:.,i·c-:b'-y-:-H~EA~TH:-:-o:E=:R~B=-=E==o=-=-L-=E~Y :
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Earth Day history traced
through .articles, comments

I

COMMENTARY

i
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Helping hands

Students need to conserve foods in cafeterias
fl~

•

..

l

By RON APPLEGATE

Wasted resources
For Murray State University
students living in the dorms,
meals are an adventure.
If you live in Woods Hall, you
walk across campus to
Winslow for breakfast and
then back across campus for
classes. Everyone else just
stops in for a friendly smile
from the MSU Food Services
staff and a bite to eat.
Have you noticed while
eating your meal the number
of napkins that you have on
your tray? Do you really need a
stack three inches thick? Does
that slice of ham look good? If
you
picked
from
the
assortment of foods available
at each meal, why don't you
eat it?
What about those nibbled
apples, untouched grapefruits,

a e:e. . ~
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The first Earth Day was held on April 22,
1970.
Dennis Hayes, national coordinator of
Earth Day 1970, wrote an article in the
spring 1989 issue ofLa.nd,Atro.nd Water.
The article glorifies the success of the
movement, which in 1970 1'0U8&d 25 million
people across the country into a frenzy.
•Angry young women and men shut down
5th Avenue in New York, poured sewage on
the carpets of corporate despoilers, pounded
polluting automobiles apart with sledge
hammers, and wore gas masks on the evening
news. The U.S. Congress formally took the
whole day off', 88 tens of thousands of schools
and communities held environmental teachins and hosted events across the land,"
according to the article.
Twenty years later, Walter Cronkite, a
member of the Earth Day 20 board eaid, ~
may be the single most fertile time in this
century for the achievement of world-wide

..

,I

en,rin>nDleiiltal cooperation. •
Today is the 23rd anniversary of Earth
Day.
Certain issues that fueled the original
Earth Day, have been resolved, by the Clean
Air and Water Acts. The Environmental
Protecticm Agency, baa thousands of pages of
regulati.ona to its credit.

Area environmental groups celebrate Earth Day with
festivities at Wai-Mart, ·c ity park through weekend
Several environmental groups will
celebrate Earth Day with 'events
beginning today from 11 a.m. until 6
p.m. and Saturday from 9 a .m. to 4
p.m.
"This year's theme is a celebration
of what people can do to help the
environment; clean up, recycle, plant,
trees, and compost ," said Ruth
Jacquot,
Coordinator
of
Environmental Education and
Elementary
and
Secondary
Education.
The People's Environmental
Awareness Klub (PEAK) will be
holding, in conjunction with the

Sierra Club and the Kentucky Lake are asked to bring a water sample in
Environmental Awareness Network a sterile container. A sterile container
(KLEAN), a series of events designed is one that has been boiled. Persons
to educate and entertain area are asked not to boil water that they
citizens.
wish to have tested.
Local artists will display art with ' PEAK will also accept newspaper
the Earth Day theme.
and aluminum cans for recycling. In
Birdhouses will be for sale. As addition, free trees and two kinds of
will Earth Day T-sbirts and mugs.
demonstrations on composting are
Terripan Station will play music on planned.
both days.
Other events planned by PEAK
Students from the occupational include a demonstration of a gla8s
safety and health department at crusher that the group built. It was
Murray State University will test originally designed to be used in
water for anyone wishing to adding glass to asphalt, as of this
determine how safe theirs is. Persons time you can bring your washed glass

Stores help cause
Citi zens concerned with
saving the environment have
one major question on their
minds --where is a place to
take items for recycling.
Pat Clement, of the Area
Recycling Committee, said her
group is an educational one
that acts as a clearing house
for where to recycle.
Until the Regional Recycling
Center begins operation, there
is little people can do with
their recycled trash but hang
on to it, Clement said.

The Humane Society accepts
newspaper for use in animal
bedding. Calloway Middle
School also accepts newspaper
on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays from 7 a.m . to 2
p.m..
Plastic bags can be taken to
Wal-Mart and Piggly Wiggly.
Kroger gives three cents
credit for each returned paper
bag. Kroger will also give
three cents for each cloth bag
that is filled.

and it will be ground up and bagged
for you to take home for gardening
and for uae 88 fill.
PEAK will also be using a solar hot
dog cooker. A worm culture will also
be on display.
A clean-up of the area behind WalMart and Kroger will also be staged,
Jacquot said.
Pamela Dawes, director of KLEAN,
said they will be dedicating a new
one mile trail in the park. The Park
Area Restoration Kommittee (PARK)
is in the process of writing a grant for
$30,000 for a 5-mile trail in the city
park.

.

waste, at the Wal-Mart parking lot,
Saturday frOm 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Materials that they will be
collecting must be in their original
containers and they must have a
legible label listing the contents. The
limit is fifty pounds per family and
will be limited to residents of
Ciilloway County.
They will not take commercial,
industrial, or agricultural chemicals .
or containers, batteries, recyclable
materials, PCBs, dioxins, medical
waste or radioactive materials.

Animals at the Murray State University Expo Center Will

30
20,.._~~
10~~~--~~~~~~~~

1988 1989 1990 1991
Source: STEEL CAN RECYCLING INSTlTUll:
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Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

of the physical plant, said the City of Murray has purchased a
paper shrecider that will be housed at the Expo Center. The
newspaper will then be used for animal bedciing.
.
· MSU &lao·· J:eeyclea white otlief) paper, which is shipped to
Lexington for pro<:eseing, he said.
'We are hoping to expan~• HarPer said.
He .teo said they are planning to buy a trailer so that they
~ can ship ~e ·paper to ~Xington 0\lrSelves. · ,
.·
... .
.
MSU eu.ireiitly ~ ! leaves and grass, by grin4ing.them
up and leaving them on the soil. What is picked up it placed in
a compoet pile, Harper said.
·=·

·•·.

-,

LWD will staff a free collection

haw the use Of recyc1e4 newspaper bedding soon. ,
·: ., . .
· Wayne Harper, aasOclate director of grounds and manager

Recycling
Rates
(By Percent} 40

''

c~nter ~r hazardous household

U.S. Steel Can Recycling R a t e s 70
60
50

.
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Sigma Tau Gammas battle
for city re-zoning ordinance
Linda Macha, assistant city
planner for Murray.
Reporter
"We were under
Zoning is one area where
The re-zoning request
~e year-round residents of
made
by Giao Dinh, who
the Impression
Murray and students living
owns the property in
that the house
off campus disagree, often
. question, fll'st went before the
tparking hot debate&. One
Murray
Planning
was in R-4 zoning
such case concerns the
Commission on March 17.
when we moved
possible re-zoning of an area
Aner a public hearing, the
on S. 16th St. from R-2
members voted 7-0 to deny the ·
in."
(lingle-family residential) to
re-zoning.
- Bill Burnam
R-4
(multi-family
The next action concerned
residential).
- - - -- - - - - - - - the Murray City Council
The debate began when Gamma.
which tabeled the re-zoning
members of Sigma Tau
issue at its March 25 meeting
When the members of the to have t ime to gather more
Gamma fraternity · moved
chapter put their fraternity information. The issue will
into a house at 102 S. 16th St.
..
sign in the front yard, be considered again at the
"We were under the official action began.
April 22 meet ing of the
impression that the house
"We sent them a letter on council.
was in R-4 zoning when we
moved in," said Bill Jan. 27 notifying them that
If the re-zoning passes, an
Burnam, housing corporation they were in violation of ordinance will be drawn up
president for Sigma Tau zoning regulations, " said which will require two
By PATRICIA CASH

..

POLICE BEAT
Aprll13

readings, one each at two
separate m"etings. If the
council chooses to deny the
re-zoning, that will be the
end of the process unless
Dinh chooses to go through
the judicial system.
The members of Sigma
Tau Gamma, however, no
longer have a stake in the
outcome of this re-zoning
request. The members, who
originally had a two-year
lease with Dinh, broke their
lease on April 1.
"We are in the process of
looking for another house,"
Burnam said. "Even if our
former house ia changed to
R-4 zoning, we will probably
continue to look for
3omething else after this
!xperience."

12:45 a.m. - A noise complaint was reported on the east
side of Richmond Hall.
2:06 p.m. - An auto accident occurred in College Courts.
There were no injuries.
, 9:34p.m. - A report was received about two males carrying
a rifle near the Special Education Building. Two juveniles
were found with a BB gun. The gun was confiscated and
returned to a parent.
10:06 p.m. - A fight was reported in Clark Hall. Students
were shooting at each other with water guns and blows were
exchanged. An injured student went into Clark Hall and
kicked the plate glass window in the hallway. breaking the
glass and cutting himself badly. He was transported to the
hospital for emergency trea~ment.
I~

Aprll15

5:45 p.m. - A kite string was reported hanging from electric wires at Hester Hall. The physical plant was notified.
8:04 p.m. - The front door glass at Hart HaH was broken.
The physical plant was notified.
9:54 p.m. - Fruit was being thrown from a second floor
window of the Fine Arts building. Two boxes of old fruit were
found.

I

April 16

..

12:22 p.m. - A bookbag was stolen from Winslow
Cafeteria.
12:56 p.m. - An auto accident was reported on Racer Drive.
There were no injuries.
Aprll17

:L aw professor to speak on

justice at Waterfield lecture
•staff Report

: Paul Marcus, Haynes Professor of Law at
the College of William and Mary, is the
guest speaker for the Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Marcus' topic will be "Criticizing and
Supporting our Criminal Justice Svstem."
Marcus graduated from· UCLA in 1968
with an undergraduate degree in political
science and later graduated from UCLA
School of Law in 1971.
During his time in college, Marcus was
involved in activities such as the articJes
editor of the UCLA Law Review and
Founder-Director of the UCLA Legal-Menta)
Health Project.
Marcus' law career directed him toward
becoming an associate with Loeb and Loeb
in Los Angeles from 1972-1974. He was also
court law clerk for the United Circuit Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Marcus has taught a variety of subjects in
the past including crimin a l Jaw and
criminal procedure, entertainment law.,
copyright law, law a nd literature,

corrections and prisoners rights.
Marcus has also written several books
and articles on the criminal justice process.
His latest book, Criminal Procedure :
Cases and Materials, was published in
1981. The latest edition was printed in 1992.
Joe Chaney, assistant professor of poJitical
science, criminal justice and legal studies,
said the lecture series provides a way to
honor Harcy Lee Waterfield, a benefactor of
Murray State.
''The series is a prevalent to the events that
are happening now," he said. It will be
about the government and the concern
citizens have about their individual rights .
It will be a critique on what is being dome
right in the crimina) justice system."
The lecture series began in 1978 to bring
to
the
campus
individuals
of
accomplishment to speak on topics of
historical and political importance.
Waterfield, who grew up in Calloway
County and graduated from Murray State in
1932, was involved In th& careers of
journalism, politics and insurance. Later,
he was elected twice for the office of Lt.
Governor of Kentucky.

3:53 a.m. - The west wing door of Springer was stuck. The
physical plant was notified.
4:09 p.m. - A door lock in Hart Hall was egged. The
physical plant was notified.

MSU resident
faces sexual
abm;e charges
A resident of College
Courts has been arrested on
sexual abuse charges.
Kevin D . Grave, 37, of
Murray State University's
College Courts was charged
by the Kentucky State Police
with two counts of first
degree sexual abuse April 16
at 12:30 p.m.
The charges are the result
of an investigation of sexual
misconduct, Barry Marine,
state police dispatcher, said.
"The misconduct was
involving two girls ages 7
and 8 in June of last year,"
Marine said.
Grave is currently being
held on a $5,000 cash bond at
the Calloway County District
Jail.
He was a:rraigned in
Calloway Couatf District
Court April 19 and a
preliminary hearing is set
for Tuesday.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Rob Hart, viewpoint editor, from materials available to the
public at the public safety office.

Two
Murray
State
University students were
arrested following a fight
April 18 at the comer of 16th
and Main Streets.
Michael T. Cartwright,
sophomore occupational
. safety and health major from
Mayfield and Bryan Fischer,
senior
construction
technology major from
BvaneviUe. Ind. were
arrested after Murray Police
Department Officer Jimmy
Potts witnessed the fight,

T .J. 's Bar-B-Q
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according to police reports.
Fischer, 23 , was charged
with disorderly conduct and
Cartwright, 20, was charged c
with seven counts of wanton ·
endangerment, one count of
driving under the influence,
one count of disorderly
conduct and one count of
being in possession of a
fictitious operator's license.
According to police reports, •
Cartw~ ...wa• wa~ a
gun during the incident.
A preliminary hearing is
set for Cartwright on May 4.
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Fight leads to arrest of
two University students
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4:61 p.m. - An auto accident was reported behind
Blackburn Science Building. There were no injuries.
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Grants may lose
federal funding
By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

The federal government
may not have enough money
to fund Pell Grants for next
year.
It is not a new situation, but
Robert Riley, Secretary of
Education, wants to change
the way the Department of
Education asks for the
money.
In the past, the DOE
usually approved requests for
student loans and then asked
Congress for the money, but
Johnny McDougal, student
fmancial aid director, said
Riley wants to change that by
having the DOE "pay as it
goes."
The
department has
requested almost $2 billion
for funding of student loans
and has tied the request in
with President Bill Clinton's
economic stimulus package
passed by the House and
currently being debated by
the Senate.
Rep. Tom Barlow voted for
the compromised bill which
included the money for the
loans. Sen. Wendell Ford is
elepected to vote for the
money.
However, funding student
loans is not the only idea
~eing batted around by the
Washington politicians.
Changes to the procedures for
distributing student loans
are also being debated.
The changes would take the
student loans away from
banks
and have
the
universities distribute the

I

loans. McDougal said this
would, in effect, make a
university
a
lending
institution.
Currently the government
gives special allowances to
lending institutions to fund
student loans. The banks
then
administer
the
collection of the loans and
receive fees for it.
Under
the
proposed
program, a university would
administer the loan, but the
government would collect the
fees from the loans.
Advocates of the plan say
this
w .:> uld save the
government more than $4.2
billion, mainly through
fewer student defaJilts on
loans.
McDo;ugal said however the
proposed program could cost
a university hundreds of
thousand of dollars to
administer.
"We would not get any
costs or administrative fees,"
he said.
Studies of the plan suggest
that it would cost a university
around $100 to administer
through personal hirings to
monitor the program. For
Murray State, that would
inflate the administrative
costs by almost $220,000. The
University recommended
more than 2,200 loans this
year.
McDougal said that figure
will rise next year.
The greater question,
McDougal said, is whether
the gover:unent can operate
such a program.

Compromise
could leave
students less
By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

A compromise suggested
by President Bill Clinton
to end a Republican
filibuster of his economic
stimulus package could
leave students with less
money for school.
Republican leaders in
the U.S. Senate have
stalled a $16.3 billion
dollar stimulus package
which includes $1.9
billion earmarked for
student loa.nS.
But GOP leaders have
refused to pass the bill,
citing
unnnecessary
funding for community
projects.
In an effort to end the
filibuster,
Clinton
announced Friday he was
willing to scale back his
original proposal by 25
percent, nearly $4 billion.
While
certain
programs, such as the
summer jobs legislation,
have remained untouched
under the compromise,
other prograiDs including
s~udent loans have been
been reduced by 44
percent.
Johnny
McDougal,
student financial aid
director at Murray State,
said he was not aware of
the new proposal, but said
if the U.S. Department of
Education does get the
funding, students could
see a decrease in the
amount of financial
awards.
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Education to take cuts
By ROBIN CARTER

Money,_ Higher Ecluc.tlon - - - - - - •

Reporter

· When the United States
President Clinton's 1994 budget proposa1 now before Congress
Congress reconvened on
calls for decrease in the actual dollars spent on higher education
April 19 after its spring
and an increase in dollars available to students. The breakdown:
break, the education commu,WOrk.. Guaran•
Actual $ Actual $
nity renewed its vigil to
.· studY . , .teeq
Direct
.Pell
8P'nt on vai~l&.
await the outcome of the budget debate.
r9Qnuns .stude,rt Loans Grant$ hlgh~j, to .stu· .
Clinton's budget proposals,
1993 $617 mil. $5.2 bil. $10 bil. $12.7 bil $13.6 bil. $27 bil.
if approved, will 1·esult in
' less spending for higher edu1994 $527 mil. $3.9 bil. $14.9 bil. $11.5 bil. $13 bil. $28 bil.
cation.
Source: FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
Clinton has requested budget authority, or spending auAa a result, requested student to $4,000.
thority, of $11.5 billion in the funds for direct loans is $14.9
Riley said the Education
fiscal year of 1994 for Pell billion, up fr<.lm just $10 bil- Department's two billion dolGrants, guaranteed student lion in fiscal 1993.
lar debt from the past two
loans, direct loans and the
The progr~ exvected to yean made that goal imposwork-study progTam, accord- feel the most budget c.:ut'J is sible.
ing to C o n g r e s s i o n a l the Pcll Grant program,
According
to
the
Quarterly, a weekly congt-es- which helps financially die- Congressional Quarterly, ap·
sional update publietttion.
advantaged students attend proximately 300,000 students
will get less grant money in
That amount ia less than college.
the $12.7 billion requested for
In fiscal 1993, the pro- fiscal 1994 than in fiscal
.
fiEcal 1993.
gram's maximum grant 1993.
·
Students
who
qualify
for
Outlays, actual money amount was cut from $2,400
spent, for higher educati~n per student to $2,300 to allow Pell Grants will also be rewill decrease from $13.6 bil- every student who qualified quired to provide matching
lion in fiscal 1993 to $13 bil- for the progTam to receive a funds, a dollar contributed by
grant.
· the student for each federal
lion in fiscal 1!)94.
dollar granted, with a maxThere is some good news.
Although Clinton's pro- imum of $800, depending {)n
Actual money available to posal will not cut the pro- financial ability.
stttdcnts will increase by $1 gram, it does call for a freeze
"Over 2,400 students rebillion dollars from $27 bil- in the maximum grant ceived over $4 million dollion in fiscal 1993 when fed- amount at $2,300.
lars in Pell Grants during
eral aid is combined with
the
1992-93 school year at
Clinton requested a $200
bank Joan,; and school and million increase in the pro- Murray State," said Johnny
state aid.
gram, but a previous debt in- McDougal, director of student
Money requested for guar- curred by the Education financial aid. "That number
anteed sf.;udent-loan ~ro Department will result in a is up from about 2,300 stugTa.ms "Mil decrease to $3.9 $100 million decrease of Pell dents and $3.8 million last
.
billion, down from $5.2 bil- Grant funds available to stu- year."
lion in fiscs.l 1993. The stu- dents.
McDougal said the budget
In February, Education may effect MSU.
d~nt loan program, known
"It's just a matter of waitas Federal Family Education Secretary Richard W. Riley
Loans, will be gradually announced that educators ing and seeing what
e~~~ted to be replaced by had wanted to increase the
Congress decides about the
db~ ct loans,
amount available to each budget," McDougal said.
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28 years experience ln Law Enforcement
9 years as Chief of PolJce
9 years as Criminal Investigator
Member-Kentucky Law Enforcement Council

Attended FBI Academy, Quantico, VA
Committee for Western Area Narcotics Force
Graduate of Murray State University
Taught Criminal Law at Murray State University
600 hours of Law Enforcement TrainingEastern Kentucky Crtmlnal Justice System
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next Ryder truck rental. It's the easiest way to get through college.
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TS & ENTERTAINMENT
Female perspective
voiced in 'Girl's Guide'
By JANICE M. FULPS
1\sslstant Arts and Entertainment Editor

Shane Morton, senior theatre
major from Benton, is blazing
new trails in theater.
He has had a course created
just for hiin.
Morton, who has had roles in
several campus theater
productions, had also taken
every
dir ecting
course
available to him.
However, becau se he said he
wanted to direct something
more challenging and difficult,
a graduate level directing
course was created to
accomodate him.
As with the other directing
courses, a project is required.
This is t he area in which
Morton got to blaze even more
trails.
He confronts the potentially
risqu e topics of sex, love and
relationships in the 1990s.
Morton chose as his directing
project, "A Girl's Guide to
Chaos," written by Cynthia

Heimel, who has also written
for the Village Voice and
Playboy.
Morton said he also chose
the play because it is topical
and timely.
"It's not for the weak of
stomach. The characters come
out to the audience and talk
about sex," Morton said. "This
is not normal."
Morton said he knew exactly
wh o he wanted to cast in his
play.
· The three main characters,
who Morton said are all
neurotic in some way, are
played by Murray State
students.
Shannon Humphrey, senior
dietetics major from Benton,
plays the lead role of Cynthia,
a character loosely based on
the playwright herself.
J ulia Maddox, senior
Spanish
and
speech
communications major from
Murray, plays the role of Rita,
who Maddox describes as being
the type who •is very earthy

and you would never see
carrying a Chanel handbag."
'l'iffany Cooper, senior
theatre major from Louisville,
plays the role of the intelligent
scientist who happens to have
impeccable fashion sense, Cleo.
Morton describes the fulllength play as being raunchy
and rude.
"It slaps you in the face with
the real world," he said, "but
it's hysterical."
Morton said he thinks
women will especially enjoy "A
Girl's Guide to Chaos." .
•Jt deals with very sexual
and powerful emotions that
women have," he said.
•I call it the man-bashing
play, but what it really bashes
is dating and relationships,"
Morton said.
•A Girl's Guide to Chaos"
will be presented at 8 p.m.,
April29 and 30 in Room 310 B
of Wilson Hall. Admission is
free to students with MSU ID.
Free coffee will also be
provided.

AND A ONE ...
Chris Hayes, assistant director of bands, conducts Jazz Band II during the Jazz Bands
Concert April15.

Film creates discussion among critics, students
'Proposal' much
more decent film
than predecess0r

Survey gauges

reactions to film

By KRIS LAWRENCE

events in Waco.
An unscientific poll conducted this week by
The Murray State News shows overall that only
23 percent of students surveyed said they would
• commit adultery for $1 million. Thirty-four
percent of the males questioned said they would
cheat on their wives, while only 15 percent of
female respondents said they would return the
favor.
Among women, the prevailing reason for
remaining faithful seemed to be their values.
"I would need a wedding rilfg and a marriage
license with (Robert Redford's) name on it," said
Lori Thomas, senior elementary education
major from Frankfort.
Kim McKinney, eenior accounting major from
Eddyville, said the only thing she would need to
spend the night with Redford was "my
husband's death."
Some of the women surveyed took a more
personal approach with their reasons.
"He would have to be 30 years younger and a
few million dollars richer," said Beverly Cook,
sophomore printing management major from
Cottagtl Hills, Ill.
The majority of men surveyed not only would
not cheat on their wives, they would not let their
wives do the same.
"After my wife did it, 1 would take her money
and find a Caribbean woman who really loved
me," said Jason Nelson. occupational safety and
health major from Boonville, Ind.
The men who said they would let their wives
do it were at least honest about their reasons.
"For a million bucks, she could sleep with just
about anybody as long as I got at least half/
said Nickolas Smith, junior psychology major
from Hawesville.
Dale Underwood, freshman exercise science
major from Paris, Tenn., said what apparently
many of those surveyed were afraid to say.
"For that much money, morals go out the
window."

Arts and Entertainment Ecltor

It's been described as HoMy moon in Vegas
minus the F'lying Elvises by virtu ally every

REVIEW
critic in the cont inental United States, but
Indecent Proposal is mu ch more than Vegas
could have ever hoped to be.
The plot is obviou s: Boy meets gir l. Boy
marries girl. Boy gets $1 million for girl. Boy
wants girl back.
If Proposal must be compared with Vegas, at
least it took the mistakes of Vegas and corrected
them .
In Vegas, the love t h at supposedly existed
between Sarah J essica Parker and Nicolas Cage
was never really evident. Proposal takes the
t ime, thr ou gh a ser ies of flashba cks a n d
establishing shots, to show t h at Woody
Harrelson and Demi Moore are truly in love.
In Vegas, the after effects of the arranged
relationship are never dealt with. The night's
effect on Harrelson and Moore's relationship is
the central theme of Proposal. The question
isn't whether they'll go through with it; they do
go through with it. The focus of the film is
wh ether Harrelson and Moore can cope with her
sleeping with Robert Redford.
The main element Proposal has in its favor is
the ending. Whereas in Vega.s, James Caan is
redu ced to a blithering idiot and somewhat
violent gangster for the sake of convenience,
Redford is left as a suave and charming
gentleman.
Proposal is a very well made film that,
although I have done it, does not deserve
comparison to Vegas. The characters are both
b elievable and likable and the film is an
excellent date movie.However, be forewarned :
The scene in which Harrelson spends the $1
m illion is rom antic, but it will leave you
shakjng your head in both anger and disbelief.

Tube A d d i c t s - - - - - - - - - Recovery Net is a new cable channel starting up next month which will
be devoted to self-help programs for alcoholics, substance abusers,
overeaters, gamblers, credit card addicts and others. But what about
those addicted to the television?
Number of
Americans addicted to
alcohol or drugs
Number of Americans addicted to TV
Source: DETAILS
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25
million

I
I

I
I

I
I

32
million

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

exhibit
State saves work
~-----A_&
__E_I_O_U____~ Rockwell
The National Scouting Museum,
Governor Brereton Jones announced
President's concert

Murray State University will have two firsts
Sunday.
President Ronald J. Kurth will be making his
conducting debut at 2 p.m., in Lovett Auditorium
at Murray State's first President's Concert.
Kurth will be conducting the Murray State
University Wind Ensemble in one of their
selections by John Phillip Sousa titled "Glory to
the Yankee Navy."
Admission is free and the public IS invited.
Story on page 9A

located on the campus of Murray State
University, is the home of a collection of
54 original works by American artist,
Norman Rockwell.
Rockwell produced a new Scouting
painting for Boy Scouts of America each
year from 1925 until 1976, excluding
1928 and 1930. Those illustrations were
also used on handbook covers and as
covers for Boys' Life magazine.
Rockwell's work can also be found
on a new card brochure developed by
the National Scouting Museum and the
Murray Tourism Commission.

Tuesday that the state of Kentucky has
reached an option agreement with the
heirs of John James Audobon which is
designed to keep a valuable collection
.together and in Kentucky.
The collection, which includes original
art, personal papers, rare books and
memorabilia, has been on loan to
Audobon State Park in Henderson since
1938.
After the death of a family member
which resulted in a large inheritance
tax, the family considereri selling the
collection to pay their debt.
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Kurth to direct Wind
·Ensemble in concert

Page 9A
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''Hear Ye,
Hear Ye''
Teacher Career Day
Thursday, April 29
10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

,

Photo by BARRY

l President

JOH~•soN

Excellent Placement
Opportunities I

Ronald Kurth gets a lesson from Dennis Johnson, the orchestra's director.

I

' Staff report

; President Ronald J . Kurth has shown his
competency in the fields ofhigher education and
' the military. This Sunday, Kurth will have a
chance to display his expertise in :music.
Murray State's first President's Concert,
presented in conjuction with Alumni Weekend,
' will be at 2 p.m., April25 in Lovett Auditorium.
The concert will feature the MSU Wind
Ensemble a n d the conducting debut of
President Kurth.
Dennis L . J ohnson, direct or of bands and

IADVERTISE IN

orchestra, said the concert is a good way for the
Wind Ensemble and the music department to
salute the Murray State administration, faculty,
staff, alumni and students.
The concert wi ll include "Handel in the
Strand" by Percy Grainger, John Cheetham's
"Silhouettes," and "Scenes from the Louvre" by
Normal Dello Joio.
President Kurth will lead the Wind Ensemble
through John Phillip Sou sa's "Glory to the
Yankee Nayy."
Admission to the concert is free.

The Murray State News

Sponsored by: Placement Service
762-3735 or 762-3801
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.9llplia Omicron Pi

appreciates its newest alumnae:

Faculty, students
and staff, I ask
for your vote on
May 25.

Renee Amberg
Melanie Harris
Stefani Barnett
Cheryl Herndon
Sara Bernhardt
Beverly Hickey
K~thy Blackburn
Angela ,Hudgen
Ma.ry Lyn Oark
Stacy1Kern
Ginna Curling
Karen -P oe
Kimberly Darnell
Karen Smith
Traci Hamlin
Teri Thomas
Wendy Tosh

"Trust in the Lord with
all your heart."

County Jailer

We love you! We will miss you!

~---~M~~mmt ----~ ~----------------------------------------------------~

~ ~ The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma ~ ~

Paid for by J oe Thornton. 2112 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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To all the wonderful brothers of

Alpha Gamma Rho

10% off
everything except textbooks
and class rings
at the
L---University Bookstore-----'

......
·;r;·
~·

1981 Graduate MSU
1981 MSU Outstanding Senior Man
1980 National Champion in Debate

v

While the current crime rate has risen In
our community, the current county
attorney has plea bargained for dismissals
or minimum penalties. We need a fighter
for victims' rights In the courtroom--where
It countaf

0
T

•
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IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE;
IT'S TIME FOR RESULTS!

E

Only at ...
New Life Bookstore

RANDY HUTCHENS
I

CALLOWAY COUNTY ATrORNEY
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Oip this ad for 10% off

408 Main St., Court Square
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Paid for by Committee to Elect Randy Hutchens, Larry Bngl11nd, Treasurer
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SPOUIGHT
JAY CHUPPE'S

ROOMIES

Kurth displays exhibit at WKU
President Ronald J . Kurth will have a photography
exhibit on display titled, "The So,·iet Union: A
Photographic Essay" at The Kentucky Building on the
campus of Western Kentucky University in Bowling
Green.
To formally open the exhibit, which is scheduled for
April20 through June 21, Dr. Kurth will present a lecture
at 7 p.m., April 26 in the Kentucky Building Lecture
Hall.
Kurth, a former naval and defense attache, took t.he
exhibit photographs during two hours of duty at the
American Embassy in Moscow in the 1980s.
"I tried to capture the interesting nature, often beauty,
of the places and people that 8UITOUllded us in the Soviet
Union.
The public is invited to attend Kurth's presentation,
which will be followed by a reception.

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

Week in Preview
• Scouting Museum Special Alumni Rate. National Scouting
Museum will offer special rate of $3.50 to MSU alumni, their spouses
and their Immediate famUy members during Alumni Weekend. CaU 7623383for Information.
• Contemporary Keyboard Competition. 1 p.m., Saturday In
Fatr811 Recital Hall of Price Ooyte Fme Arts Center. Admission Is free.
• Concert. Murray State University Wind Ensemble will perform at 2
p.m., Sunday In Lovett Auditorium. Admission Is free.
• Comedy Zone. Comedian will be featured at 7:30p.m., Tuesday
In Curris Center Stables. Admission Is free.
• Senior Recital. Steve Schlfferdecker will give senior euphonium
recital at 8 p.m., Tuesday In Annex Recital Hall of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
• UCB Movie. Heathers will be shown at 3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Wednesday In Curr1s Center Theatre. Admission Is $1 for matinee and
$1.50 for evening shows to students with MSU 10.
• Harry lee Water11eld Lecture. Paul Marcus, Haynes
Professor of Law at the College of William and Mary, will give a lecture
titled ~criticizing and Supporting Our Criminal Justice System:
Prescriptions for the Future• at 8 p.m., Wednesday In Wrather West
Kentucky Museum Auditorium. Admission is free. Call 762-2661 for
Information.
• Student Art Exhibit. Christopher M. Reding's baccalaureate
exhibit will be displayed Wednesday through May 7 In the Currls
Center Gallery. Admission Is free.
• Dance Theatre No. 12. MSU dance program will present 12th
Annual Dance Theatre Concert, • A Dance In Any language,• at 8
p.m., today and Saturday in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre of the
Price Doyle Ane Arts Center. Admission Is free to students with MSU
10. Call 762-4635 for reservations or Information.
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See the preformances of two new comedies
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AS7blD8Y WEllER i/AIDERJIILL'
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Call 759-1752 for reservations to ensure seating
No advance purchase required for reservations
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Playhouse in the Park
final Sunday Matinee of
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival
2 p.m. Sunday, April 24 only
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TRANSPARENCIES
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Clear 50' each

ATQ's
~'for

Full Color $3.00 each

' I I

a hoppin' tinie at

FROG HOP '93!

I

I
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Love.
1411 llabl.llwiW)'
7SS-7117

Ar~

YSTATE
DORM RESIDENTS
Presents..........

Peter Scott Angrave
Originally from Leicester, EngJand and now resides in
Raleigh, North Carolina.

WANTED

Radio Ex;perience:
Writer
Actor
Producer
DJ

-Comedy sketches, commercials
- Short plays, sketches, commercials
- Comedy sketches
- Specialist comedy presenter

Turn in your channel selector
BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit
back!
WE WILL BE COLLECTING
EQUIPMENT IN
HART HALL COFFEE HOUSE

Stae-e ExPerience:
Comedian - 1986: "Taking the Pith" Comedy Festival"
1986: "Operation Lifeline"
1987: "Mind 1987''
1987: Charlie Goodnight's Comedy Club

~

Writer/Player/Director
- Olivera School of Theatre

TV Ex.perience:
Writer
Actor

MAY 5, 6, 7

- Short comedy sketches
British Broadcasting Corporation
Independent TV Studios
- Various commercials

9 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

Tuesday, April 27
7:30p.m.
at the Stables

It is MANDATORY that all students return this
equipment on these dates!
. 753-5005
I
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Gumm earns
MVPhonors
at banquet
By MATT PEREBOOM
Graduate Assistant

Junior Cedric Gumm was
named most valuable player of
the 1992-93 Racer basket.ball
team.
Gumm's
selecti on
as team
M V P
h i g h lighted
t
h
e
Racers '
annual
awards
banquet
Cederlc Gumm
h e 1 d
Saturday night at the Curris
Center.
The six-foot guard from
Bowling Green led the Racer's
in three-point field goal
accuracy shooting 42 percent,
and was tops in steals with 61.
Gumm was MSU's No. 2
scorer this season averaging
just over 14 points a game in
Ohio Valley Conference action
and 11.9 points overall. His 64
• assists and 82.2 free throw
percentage placed him second
among teammates in both
categories.
Senior Frank Allen earned
team honors for free throws
and assists.
The team's most improved
player , junior Jerry Wilson,
captured the rebounding
award.
Junior college transfer
Antoine Teague won best
defensive player. His 60
blocked shots broke the
school's single-season record.
Other team award winners
i n cl ude d: Marcus Brown,
Maurice Cannon and Scott
Siyills. The Most CourNJeQUB
Award went to the freshman
Brown while Cannon collected
the S enior Award. Sivills
earned honors for scholarathlete.
Three members of the 92- 93
team
received
OVC
recognition. Junior Antwan
Hoard was one of two junior
college transfers. to make the
leagues new-comer team.
Gumm was an honorable
mention OVC selection as well
as an all-tournament pick for
his play in the conference's
post season championship.
Allen gained- second team
all-OVC honors.
The Racers will lose five
players from a club that posted
an 18-12 record. Seniors
Michael Hunt and Bo Walden
exit with Allen, Cannon and
Sivills.
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·AOPi, United Nations post wins
By SCOTT NANNEY

three goals in a 7-2 triumph over Alpha Delta
Pi.
Lambda Cb..i. Alpha, Alph a Omicron Pi and the
Stacy Kern and Kim Issac scored two goals
United Nations al1 earned wins to star t the each in the first half to give AOPi a
second week. of action in the intramural' soccer commanding 4-0 lead.
league on Tuesday night.
Kleeman added three goals in the second half
In the lust game, Lambda Chi Alpha and Stephanie Sammons scored the two ADPi
defeated Sigma Pi 3-1 on the strength of a two- goals for the final 7-2 score.
goal performance by Derek Poirier.
"We won this game by playing and
communicating
very well together.'' Kleeman
Lambda Chi Alpha jumped ahead early in the
said.
first half with Poirier's ftrst goal.
In another men's game, United Nations
In the second half, it was Poirier scoring again squeaked out a hard fought 2-1 victory over the
followed by a goal from Tim Williams to put Nets.
Lambda Chi Alpha ahead 3-0. Sigma Pi's Matt
The first half ended in a scoreless tie. Eric
Miller added a goal late in the game, but it was Martinez of the United Nations scored first with
not enough as the Chops held on for the 3-1 a goal early in the second half.
victory.
The United Nations extended its lead to 2-0
"We handled the ball better and took better with a goal from Heikki Tarvainen. The Nets
shots at the goal," Williams said. "We cut the United Nation advantage to 2..1 with a
contributed more on offense tonight than we late goal from Scott Wright, but time ran out on
have been."
the Nets as the United Natio-:1s held on for the
Missy Kleeman lead Alpha Omicron Pi with win.
~t<ltf Witar
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Photo by MELISA F.ARNUM

The Shepherds (white) showed Primo sUII has some
skillls to learn as they took control of a closely fought
match. The Shepherds won ori penalty kicks.

Murray suffers

Standings
come to wire
for Greeks

consecutive losses
to. Salukis, Indians

By DENISE NULL
Reporter

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Arkansas State University used a ftv .•- run sixth inning to
rally for a 6-3 baseball victory over Murray State University
Wednesday afternoon at Reagan Field.
Murray State jumpt:d on the scoreboard flrst with two runs in
the third i.nni:ng. Jimmy Cravens drew a leadoff walk to start the
inning followed by a sacrifice bunt by Mark Schrand which
advanced Cravens to second.
Chris Godwin followed Schnmd and was hit by a pitr..h. First
baseman Matt Culp drove them bo t n in to give t he
thoroughbreds an early 2-0 lead.
MSU held on to ita slim lead until the top of tho sixth inning
when Arkansas-State erupted for five runs. The runs came on a
pair of base hits and a two-out iriple to put the Indians in front
5-2.
The 'Breda added another run in the ninth inning on a single
from Kurt Muskopf, but the rally was cut short by a gameending double play.
•
The loss drops the Thoroughbreds to 7-22 on the season, but
head coach Johnny Reagan remains optimistic about the rest of
the season and for the future of the team.
•t felt that o~ pitchers did very well except for one bad pitch,
but our main problem is that we are not hitting the ball and are
not scoring enough runs," Reagan said.
"Even though we are struggling from an offensive standpoint,
our pitching is getting a lot better as our freshmen pitchers have
matured."
Murray's offense was not struggling Tuesday afternoon when
Southern Dlinois Universiy visited Reagan Field, but neither
Photo by TIM NOLCOX
was the Salukis' offense as they beat the Racers, 12-9.
SIU took advantage of a strong wind blowing out of the ball Lack of hitting has not been
field to rack up 12 runs on Murray's pitching staff. The Saluki.s the only contributor to the
opend the scoring spree in the ·second with six runs and added 'Breda 7-22 record. Errors
four runs in the sixth inning, which proved to be enough for the have also allowed runs to
visitors.
score. Mark Walker dropped
Murray pull,d witin two runs in the seventh, but could not this foul ball against
close the gap. Kip Ellington was the losing pitcher.
Arkansas State University.

•

OAKLEY MAN
Brent Carter helped his
team win the 3·on·3
volleyball tournament
Sunday at Cutchin Field.

Although Lambda Chi
Alpha and Alpha Sigma
Alpha currently lead the
Interfraternity Council
and Panhellenic point
standings, each team
could lose its first place
standing with oruy eoccer
and
track. oven~s
remaining.

Lambda Chi holds first
place with 159.5 points.
Alpha Tau Omega is in
second place with 154.5
and Sigma Chi is in third
place with 134 points.
Alpha Sigma Alfa~
currently holds ftrst p
in sorority standings with
110 points. Alpha Gama
Delta is in second place
with 105 points. Alpha
Omicron Pi
in third
with 88 points.

is

The AI ph a Gamma
Delta team hopes to move
into the first place spot
with a win in the track
event.
"We usually have a
really strong showing in
the track event, so that
could help us a lot,"
Panhellenic president
Shannon Barnhill said.

Pate gains respect as track teams evaluate OVC performances
By JEFF DREWS
Staff writer

Wayne Pate, first-year head track
coach , is the do-everything-beeverywhere man.
•At practice Wednesday afternoon,
Pate worked with his small squad
rigorously.
First, he coached four members of
his squad on their take off's.
'!'hen he devoted himself to long
jumper J ill Doty, while at the same
time working with Heather Samuel,
who was practicing her times on the
100-meter.
Next, he helped out Tyrone Scott
with the standing broad jump.
And he still was not done pushing
his team .

•rm not satisfied until we win,"
Pate said.
Maybe that attitude is why the men
were able to finish second in the Ohio
Valley Conference Invitational
Saturday at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Although Murray State University
did not win the meet, the team
exhibited great poise and perfonned
above average.
"' have a winning type of mentality.
I hate to lose," said Stevon Roberts, a
senior finance major from Barbados.
..I believe coach Pate has the same
kind of mentality."
But Pate may have helped himself
with the team and not even realized
it.
"He's a very good, understanding
and honest person. I respect him a

Fickle Fans------------

Fan love their teams and hate others. Here is the percentage of NBA fans who say these teams are their....
FavoJ'.ite

Source. USA TODAY

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

great deal because he respects me,"
Roberta said. "When you have a coach
that respects you, you have no choice
but to respect him."
•He's good. We can't expect good
results from a couple of months. We
have to take our time, be patient and
work with him," Samuel said.
Even with the lack of depth on the
rostP.r, Pate turn.ed the 15-man squad
into a force with which to be
reckoned.
After the match, Pate said he waa
pleased.
"They did all they could do," he said.
But Roberts did not share his
coaches opinion.
'"Despite coach Pate's hard efforts,
my teammates did not do everything
to prepare for the championships,"

Roberts said.
The women, on the other hand, did
not perfonn quite as well.
Despite a strong showing at the
indoor championships in February,
the women were unable to push past
fourth place.
"They weren't motivated enough,"
Samuel said. •J guess all the
enthusiasm th~y h 11d for indoors left
them. It all boils down to not training
properly."
The conference runs are behind the
teams now, though, allowing Pate to
concentrate on the school's own meet.
This weekend, the team hosts the
Twilight Invitational at Stewart
Stadium.
·
Pate said he believes the
competition will be excellent, with

0-.::..:Rt\::..:::....=.C.......;,ER_RE_PO_R_T___,
A new rein?
Mike Chesebro enjoys holding the reins of
the rodeo team.
The first-year head coach is happy to help
teach something he has been doing since he
was four-years-old.
From the time he began to weigh as much
as a sack of feed, the New York transplant has
surveyed the world while mounted on a horse.
He admits the miles have been long, but alway~
exciting.
Story on page 12a

'over three hundred competitors
present.
"We should do well. I hope Heather
(Samuel) has a good meet and
qualifies for the NCAAs," Pate said.
"Rebecca Burnette's times have been
coming down all year. I'm expecting
her to do well"
And if his teams are not successful
this time, Pate will surely double his
~fforts to tmsure pride, compet ition
and intensity.
"I think that if those people who are
going to be here next year and for
years to come will work long with
coach Pate, things will be great,"
Roberts said. "They could win the
OVC in the near future despite the
many talented athletes we're going to
lose this year.

Racer of the Week
Heather Samuel, senior from Antigua,
is Racer of the Week as named by The
Murray State News.
Samuel's placed first in the 100 and
200 meter dashes at Saturday's Ohio
Valley Conference outdoor track
championships in Cape Girardeau,
Mo. She also placed second in the
javelin, third in the long jump and ran on
the Lady Racers' 4x100 meter relay
team that finished fifth.
Samuel was selected the women's
OVC indoor track Athlete of the Year.
During the indoor season she won OVC
titles In the 55 and 200 meter dashes.

Heather Samuel

.

no.
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Say Chese ...

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Lady Racers shutout TSU

Rodeo coach Mike Chesebro enjoys the ride
By MELISSA FARNUM
Repottar

Mike Chesebro may be from
upstate New York, but he is
not out of place as Murray
State University's rodeo coach.
Chesebro has been around
horses all his life. He said
when he was 4 or 5 years old
and weighed no more than "a
sack of feed" he was riding
green colts.
Chesebro followed in his
father's footsteps. His father
rode broncs, but he never rode
a bull. Chesebro said he rode
his first bull as a dare.
•I tried one (bull) to get it
over with," Chesebro said.
•Then I got on another and
another.•
The year 1987 was a good
and bad one for Chesebro. He
won the Military World All
Around title, but he broke his
neck on his last bronc and was
paralyzed for six months.
Chesebro said the most
frightening thing that ever
happened to him was when the
doctor told him he might never
walk again.
Besides a broken neck he has
had several injuries, ranging
from a dislocated knee to
having all his ribs broken and
having a punctured lung.
Chesebro has not ridden
much rough stock lately. He
said he is getting too old.
•It's not the years, it's the
miles" Chesebro said.
Chesebro said a big part of
rodeo is mental. When

stock because no bull or horse
is ever the same. A rough stock
rider needs to be able to judge
horses and bulls.
"I've jumped out of air
planes, hand glided, scuba
dived, but bull riding seemed
to be the ultimate,• Chesebro
said.
Chesebro, a graduate
student, said he originally got
involved with the team by
helping out at practices. He
said he would sometimes ride
as a pick-up man.
Last year MSU almost lost
the rodeo team. The school said
they could keep the team if
they could find someone to
coach. The coach needed to be
someone who had rodeo
experience, was over 30 years
old and could travel. So the
team approached Chesebro.
Chesebro said the sport
closest to college rodeo is
wrestling.
*Wrestling is like rodeo - you
go and compete as team but
you also com pete as an
individual,• Chesebro said.
'The big competition in rodeo
is not really from one guy to
the next,. he said. "1nstead you
are competing against the
Photo by IIELISA FARNUM livestock.•
Chesebro said the biggest
Mike Chesebro has been riding high this year as rodeo thing against the team is lack
coach.
of support from the school. He
beginners first get on a bull like a job - get up there, do said if the school would get
they are real nervous. They your job for eight seconds and behind the team more the
worry about how the ride will get out and go to the pay public would come around.
go and if they will make it the window" Chesebro said.
Chesebro 11aid the booster
full eight seconds.
Chesebro said he always got club has been a big help
•After a while it gets to be a thrill out of riding rough morally and financially.
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Our formal was terrific!
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LIFE HOUSE CRISIS

The Lady Racer tennis team wrapped up its regualr season
with a 9·0 victory at Tennessee State University.
Heather Donovan, Murray's top seed, only lost two games
in singles while she and Chris Granacki dropped two games
in doubles. No Racer lost a set during the match.
The win raises the team's record to 11-10 and 3-5 in the
Ohio Valley Conference. The Lady Racers head to Nashville,
Tenn., for the conference tournament Friday and Saturday.

,

Men's tennis finishes 20-5
Pontus Hiort and Andy Poore lost their doubles match
Wednesday to Austin Peay State University, giving the
Governors a 4-3 win in Ohio Valley Conference play.
The loss droppe4. Murray State University into a tie with
Austin Peay for second place going into the conference tournament Sunday and Monday in Nashville, Tenn. Middle Tennessee State University finished first in the conference with
an 8-0 record.
The Racers finished the regular season 20·5, receiving its
last win Tuesday against Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale Tuesday.

Derby infield tickets available
Tickets are on sale for the infield of the Kentucky Derby at •
the Curris Center. Students receive a discount for $15,$20 on
the day of the race. The race this year is May 1. •

Week In Preview
• Women's tennis. Ohio Valley Conference Championships at
Nashville. Tenn., Friday and Saturday, 9 a.m.
• Track. Twilight Invitational at Stewart Stadium, Saturday, 2:30p.m.
• Baseball. Tennessee State University at Reagan Field, Saturday, 1
p.m. (doubleheader).
• Men's tennis. Ohio Valley Conference Championships at Nashville,
Tenn., Sunday and Monday, 9 a.m.
•
• Baaeball. Tennessee State University at Reagan Field, Sunday,
1:30 p.m.
• Golf. Ohio Valley Conference Championship at Eastern Kentucky
University. Richmond, Monday and Tuesday.
• Baseball. at the University of Louisville, Louisville, Thursday, 5 p.m.

Thanks to
Alpha Gamma Rho
~~~ for another fun
Paul Bunxan Days!

~PREGNANCY CENTER ~· r -

.1!o en:.,
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753-0700

I{· .. ~ ~·

1506 Chestnut (~~Cross from I & T bldg)
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ARBY'S® LAUNCHES

Celebrate Your Success at
Parker Ford I~incoln-Mercury

Begin with Pre•approvecl Credit
and $400 Ccuhl
decide whether to purchase or lease
You can celebrate your college degree
... and take delivery by June 30, 1995. •
every day ... each time you slip behind
Celebrate your diploma - and
the wheel of your brand new Ford
your new lifestyle - with preMotor Company car or light truck.
approved credit and $400 cash in
That celebration's easy to
your pocket. Visit us for a test drive
organize, because Ford Credit is
~-----'
-today!
offering college graduates
'Prs-approved
credit
requires verifiable employment within
pre-approved credit", plus $400 Ford factory
120 days of vehicle purchase, with a salary sufficifnt to
cash back on virtually every Ford or Mercury car or
cover ordinary living expenses and vehicle payments. A
Ford light truck we sell or lease.
prior credit record is not necessary bur. if there is one. it
must indicats payments
All you need is a Bachelor's or advanced
made as agreed.
degree earned between January 1st and December
31, 1993 (you're also eligible if you are enrolled in
graduate school during the same period). Then

Ford
Credit

[

• Slow-roasted, lean roast beef

~b •
Arbdg&

• Sauteed onions and green peppers
• Smothered In melted Swiss and
C:::,: :>
Parmesan cheese sauce
• Served hot on a toasted
DIFFERENT is :GOOD
sub roll
Arby's
US Highway 641 N
Mwray, KY 42071

:

$1.99

!I!Jf·:

f"'\

$1.29

5-21-93

PARKER FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY, INC.
701 Main St.
Murray, Kentucky 420'11·1999
(502) 753-5273

~·:

L------------L-----------~
&pirn
10% MSU Student Discount

J

-----

r-----------,---------~--,
I
Philly
I
Croissant
I
: Beef 'n Swiss Sub
:
Two Items
:
I
(6 112 in.)
~ I
Meat + Egg
I

I' () I{ I>

•

•
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SCOREBOARD
Men's Tennis - - - -

-----Track

---Women's Tennis

Ruultt of tM SoutMm lllincit Un.iveraity -Edwardtuille match latt Friday.

&tultt of the Auttin Peay State Uniutrtity match. latt Tlwnd4y.

SiuJa

.8i:ludla

Laverdiere defeated Biort
Janaaon defeated Updike
Simuaola defeated Broob
Fredricbeon defeated Cohen
Ball defeated Munkaai
Yarbrouah defeated Paschall

Sbeater defeated Donovan
Edwards defeated Moalct.
McLean defeated Gra.nacld
Bede defeated Allcock
Ball defeated AtkinA
Rydholm defeated Holman

6-2,6-1
7-6,6-2
1-6,6-3, 7-6
6-4,64
6-1,6-1
6-4,6-4

6-1,64
6-3,6-1
4-6,~,6-8

6-3,6-1
6-2,6-4

6-3,6-3

~
Edwards - McLean defeated Moulder ·Allcock
Sheater • Atk.lna dereated Donov- • Gra-cld
Ball • Rydholm defeated Hede - Sleigh

DmNce

Laverdiere - Updike defeated Biorl • Poore
Simuaola -Cohen defeated Broob • Yarbrouch
Munkaai ·Paschall defeated Jan•on • Hawthorne

~.4-6,6-S

64,6-4

Rewltt of tM Tennutec Stau match on Mond4y.

SiuJM

.8.tuJM
Donovan defeated Scott
M.o ulder defeated Scott
Granacld defeated Jone1
ADcock defeated Lowe
Ball defeated Sewell
R:ydholm defeated Davia

6-S, 6-7,6-8
6-1,6-2
60,6-2
6-2,6-3

Dmllllra

BmldM
Ruultt of tM TennutH

&tultt of tM SoutMrn Illinoit Unwenity -Carbondale match on 7'uetd4y.

Siadal
6-l,eo
6-2,6-3
won by default
6-4, eo
won by clef'ault
won by default

Biori • Poore defeated Derouin • Goransaon
Broob • Yarbrogp defeated Merchsnt • Vuc:kovic
JanNOD- Ball

84

so

won by default

&tultt of the Auttin Peay State Univertity match on Wednetd4y.

Siulal
Way defeated Biori
JaDMon defeated Stoller
Erieeaon defeated Broob
Duma defeated .Freddcb.on
Ball defeated Boyd
Yarbrouch defeated Coon8

Uniutnity

game~~.

6-2,6-2
~.3-6,6-3

6-2,1-6,64
7.0, 6-7,6-2
6-1,6-2
6-1,6-2

:Dmlllka
•Way · Duma defeated B.forl· Poore

Murra;r State
Tenneaaee Tech
Glme2
Murray State
Tenneeaee Tech
8uaday
Murray State
Tellll888ee Tech

000
030

0

042
1581

X

000
000

002
012

0
0

240
350

000
200

000
011

000
000

0 80
4110

Retultt of tM Arkanlat StCJ.k garM on Wednud4y.
Arkansae State
000
005
001
Murray State
002
000
001
M8U Tndividllll R-dtl
MSU
.6.11
Schrand
3
Moddlemog
4
Godwin
3
Culp
4
Bazrett
4
Lis
3
Walker
3
Muskopf
1

B

B

Ill

0
1
0

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sammons
Gallagher
Cravens

3
1
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

ei&Niilll:

IE

B

BB

5.2
2Jt
0.2

4
'11
1

5

Yauraa

Chism

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0

~47.63

9.

5:11.18

Leet

Men'a 800 Meter Run
1.
Roberta

2.

Hamilton

Men'a 400 Meter HurdJee
7.
Schyck

Men'• 3000 Meter Run
Carter

9.

3

ll
0

Womeo'a 1600 Meter Bun
Bumel..t
4:40.82
3.
11
French
5:24.4.1
Women'• 400 Meter Dash

fl)

2
0
0

17.57

Womeo'aTripleJump
Upton
5.

85'09 .50~

181'01.00"
1M'02.150"
153'09.00"

Women'• 800 Meter Run
5.
Bumett
8.
Helgeraon

2;22.10

1:55.0.
1:66.47

WOIDeD'e 200 Meter Dub
L
Samuel
2U4
6.
Ford
25.59
Doty
10.
:ai.46

68.00

22.06
:?3.00

Murray State

3-.10.41

~JO

Women'• 3000 Meter Run
5.
Bomett
11:02.21
6.
French
11:54.14
9.
Savely
12:44.98
Women'• Diacue
Jooee
Leonard
Scott

n a·o..oo·

6.
7.
10.

142'07.50"
111'10.50"

lha'e4x400~a.&q

2.

124'05.00"

Women'• 100 Meter Dub
L
Samuel
11.91
Ford
8.
12.91

11:05.43

MeD.. ~Met.DMh
4..
Harewood
9.
Wolcott
Men'• J>lec1M
Church
1.
Krampe
s.

58.00

Upton

Women'• Javelin
Samuel
2.

11.62

Men'a Javelin
L
Krampe
2.
Church
4.
Dixon

Bailey

Women'• 4 xlOO Meter Relay
Murray Stete
47.34

46.06
48lJ8

Meo'allO Meter HurdJee
Sehyck

18'04.50"
17'11.00"
14'05.00"

Doty

5.

47Z,

6.

33'08.50"
35'04.00'
34'08.00"

Women'• Loq Jump
Samuel
3.

4.

862
851

BB

Women'• Shot Put
Leonard
9.
Scott
lL
Jones

8.

6.
12.

48'0...150"
43'10.26"
42'00.00"

Men'• 400 Meter Dub
2.
Roberta
4.
Hamilton
5.
Harewood
Men'alOO Meter DMb
8.
Wolcott

Retult& of the SoutMm lllinoit Uniuer1ity game on Tuesday.
Southern Illinoia
36 0
0 10
011
12 1U
MurrayState
300
004
110
8105

Robinson

Stollcu: • Eric:aeon defeated Broob -Yarbroup
Janeeon • Ball defeated Boyd • Coone

000
200

Meu.'aliSOe Meter Run
8.
Carter
Men'• Triple Jump
2.
Barber
5.
Scott
6.
Krampe

o.met

Broob • YarbroUcb defeated Snachez- Dixoo
J~UWeon ·Ball defeated Phelander • Jamee

Doub1&w

~chnological

44'01.26"
38'09.00"

..

6-1.7.0
6-1. eo
64,6-4

8ab.'d&,y

DgnNe

Y.t.oucb

Church
Krampe

Me11'e 4 xlOOMeter Bei&y
Murray State
42..6'2

Baseball

6-2,6-4
6-3,7.0
6-2,64
6-2,6-1

Biort defeated Derouin
JUINOn defeated Merchant
Broob
~c:beon defeated Vuc:kovic
Ball

2.

Dllllilllll

Ruultt of tM Uniueraity of Arkantat-Littu Rock match. latt Saturday.

6'06.00"
6'0..00"

Maa'a Shot Pat

6-0,~

Moulder· AIIeock defeated Scott· Scott
Granacld • Donovan defeated Jonee • Davia
Ball • Bydholm defeated Lowe- Sewell

lWUI l!maiiD'Ibldi!.idnal Bgu.Ua

Me11'e Bllb Jump
L
Barber
2.
Yonng

6-2,6-0
eo, s.1
64.6-2
60,6-3
6-1,6-2

3.

Peacock • Skogaberg defeated Biorl • Poore
Broob • Yarbiogp defeated Hanaaon- Fandanrioe
Caxmell - Cox defeated Ja-.on • Jl'redric:beon

Ariaa defeated Biori
Broob defeated Bl'own
Fredrfcbeon defeated Sanchez
Yarbrouch defeated Dixon

..

4-6, 6-1, 6-1

&tultt of tM Memphit Stau University match lcut Saturday.

Biorl defeated Peacock
Juweon defeated Cannell
Ball defeated Hanaaon
Yarbrouch defeated QG%

Ruult• of tM Ohio Valley Conference Championship• latt Saturd4y.
M111i1 :J:Mm RMuJta
L
Middle Te:aneuee
165
t.
Marn;y&tae
l.c8 Men'elOO Meter Dub
Wolcott
11.68
3.
Southeut Miuouri
117 8.
11 .89
Scott
4..
Eutern Kentucky
99 11.
5.
Tenneaeee Tech
8
.Morehead State
8 Wontea'l Xa1m Lautg
Eastern Kentucky
178
L
2.
SoutheaatMiuouri
120
MSU v ....••Jadi:ddllll Ra.u~&l
Middle Tenneesee
110
s.
Meo'e~Jamp
57
M~State
3.
Scott
22'03.26"
51
5.
Tenneaaee State
4.
Barber
21'11.00"
AWitin Peay
12
6.
5.
Krampe
21'0...150"
7.
Morehead Stete
9
Tenneaeee Tech
6
8.
lleo'alO,OOO ~Bun
9.
Tenneseoe-Martin
4
4.
Lenere
33:50.00

115'07.00"
94'08.00~
C-

Wom•'• 100 Met• Dash
L
Sameul
11.71
8.
Ford
12.56
11
Doty
.l2.S8

•

The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Thanks for a great fonnal Jen·
nifert You've clone a great job
on everything this year! Love,
the sisters of Theta Chi Delta

Theta Chi Delta's - Congratu·
latlonsonyourvlctoryatKappa
Alpha's Kangaroo Court last
Friday.

lota pledges, We're looking

Congrats on a wonderfuJ Founder's Day Stephl Kelli

fo.ward to an awesome retreat!
You have all done a great job
so far. Keep up the good work!
love, ltle sisters of Theta Chi
Delta
Thanks to the Brothers of the
Kappa Alpha order for a great
GmeattheKAOidSouth Days.
t.ove, the sisters of Theta Chi

t1elta
~lgma Tau Gamma thanks the
sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha
~r a great mixer. Let's do It

~nl

the brothers of Kappa Alpha
~rder's Delta Nu chapter thank

\heMurrayoommunltyforyour
O&nerous support of our MDA
k.tndralsers.

Usa- Get the tattoo! We11 still

ATO coaches • Thanks for
everything! Youguysaregreatl
Love, the sisters of Alpha
Omlcton Pi.
Congratulations to Alpha
Gamma Rho • Paul Bunyan
Dayswasawesomel Love, the
sisters of Alpha Omicron PI
Thank you Alpha Gamma
Rho's for a great mlxerr Paul
Bunyan Day was a hoot as
well! Sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha
Thank you, MeMn and Darren
for all of your help wtth All
Ca"l)us Sing. The hard work
was wcrth ltl We really enjoyed ourselves!!
Thanks
agalnl Alpha Sigma Alpha!

tove you. Todd and Joe.

The
;•
;•

PERSONALS
Alpha Gamma Delta wl!'hes to
welcome their wonderful
alumni. We love you I
Alpha Gams are ready to get
dirty! Mudball'931sgolngtobe
a blastI
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to
thank Sigma Chi's for a great
mlxert It was a Blast!
Mike H., Mudball '93 Is awesome! You'vedoneagreatjob
this year! Good luck next year
as SAA president!

FOR SALE
Dorm refrtgerator $75. Just
like new. Call 753-7150 and
ask for Stacey.
Couch and matching chair for
sale · beige· $75 for both. Call
Stephanie at 753-4229.
Chapel-length, white wedding
gown, size 9. Veil Included.
$300. Call 762·2753.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

GIRL SCOUT CAMP STAFF·
Assistant Gamp Director, BusI·
ness Manager, Health super·
visor, unit counseiOI's and leaders, waterfront. rappelllng,
horseback, nature, arts and
crafts, ca.noeing and cooks
nGOded for the Slimmer at Giri
Scout Camp Sycamore Hl:ls.
Contact Char1ottt~ Palmer,
Cumberland Valley G.S.C.,
Box <40466, NashvNie, TN
37204 or 6151383-()49().

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
- Earn $2,000+/mc."h +world
travel (Hawaii, Mexloo, the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer and Career employment available. No exper1enoe
necessary. For employment
program call: 1·206-6.34-0460
ext. CS538.

Directly across from MSU.
Rooms for rent. Completely
fumlshed, Includes utilities.
$250 per room per person.
Available summer and fall
semesters. 753-8191

GUABANTEEQ S400 - Two
student clubs needed for fall
project. YourgroupGUARANTEED at least $400. Must call
BEFORE END OFTERMI 1800-932-o528, Ext 99

Found - Ladles watch. Ccall
Kendra at 759-762...

EQUESTRIAN COUNSEL·
ORS • expefience required tor
summer position at Glr1 Scout
Carll) Sycamore Hills. Contact Char1otte Palmer, Cum·
ber1and Valley G.S.C., Box
40466, Nashville, TN 37204or

6151383-0490.
HEALTH SUPERVISOR· AN
or Paramedic certification required for summer position at
Glr1 Scout Camp Sycamore
Hills.
Contact Charlotte
Palmer, Cumber1and Valley
G.S.C., Box 40466, Nashville,
TN 372Q4or615f3&'3-0490

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline __ Wednesday at noon

" Place your classlfleds in room 111 of Wilson HaJI or send them to
• Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

Pre-Payment Is Rtlqulnld

Closed on weekends aoo hol'ldays.

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - flshertes.
Earn $600+/week In canneries
or $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Fraetranspor1ation. No
eleper1enoe necessary. Male
or Female. F.:>r, employment
program call 1-206·545·..155
ext.A5538

LOST & FOUND

Found • Henry County class

ring. Call753-7586.

NOTICE
Heading for EUROPE this
summer? Jet there anytime
for$169tromthe East Coast.
$229 from the Midwest (when
available) wtth AIRHITCHI
(Reported In Let's GoI and NY
Times.)
For details:
AIRHITCH 0 212-864-2000

Please help those around you
by being nice to them. Nobody
needs to come lrrtooontactwith
a mean pen~on.

Every word over twenty words
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Wrthout MSU 10: 15¢ per word

Consider Graduate School

at
Murray State University
Give yourself an opportunity for

*Higher starting salary
*Faster promotions

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

Graduating
Seniors ...

GREEK/PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

See your Department Chairman
for Details

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND

For more information contact:
Dr. William Payne, Coordinator
324 Wells Hall 762-6464

RIDES

t.E.
NOTICE

£il[f)fu®. @®.~]JJ]]}.a!

ALPHA

illfu®

DELTA

PI

had a great time

J( A () I d s() ll t h

\ v(' l~ k . .~~',
~

~.

d,:i~t.~

thanks

for an awesome day

-
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STUDENTS
Continued from Page 1

University of Massachusetts
at Boston, the average student
is older than 27.
Older students have been
returning to the nation's
classrooms for the past two
decades. Between 1970 and
1985, the number of
undergraduates over age 25
has increased by 114 percent
while traditional enrollment
grew only 15 percent. From
the fall semester of 1981 to the
fall of 1992, Murray State's
non-traditional enrollment
swelled from 834 to 1498 and
21 percent of MSU students
are now older than 25.
Despite this increase, MSU
still lags behind the rest of
the
co'.lntry
in
nontrad itional enrollment,
which is approximately 45
percent and is expected to
exceed 50 percent by the year
2000.
Burton said the reason
MSU does not have a higher
non-traditional enrollment
may be because education is

ELECTIONS

Take out a CLASSIFIED!
Supplies

Source: BOARD OF REGENTS

for a wonaeifuC
reunion aay!

if

616S. 4thSt.
Murray, KY 42071

F: 2:30-6
SAT.: 10-S

CLOSED WED.Ic SUN.

502-753·2744

~ Jllpfia (ja'mma '1Je{ta

Congratulates

t
~ All can:;us Si~g J'
all those w~o participated

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

.

Studies got you down?
Let us take a load off...

Kelly
Mcintire
f
p ,. :d
I

t.. resi ~nt

· ·. ,.

________ .9L{pfia yams'. . . . . . .

&

Non-Sport

"Buy, Sell, Trade"

M -T-T: 2:30.7

Congratylations to
t'

to a[{

Sport Cards

C\.~t tJJ"Ifo,~

Passed : Scholarship for in·state tuition and fees.
Editor's Note: This is the th1rd in a
series of articles concerning educat•on.

.

~==0

~HIIao1't h1n~ l6at '•'re boMn' hr1

''I wou ld like to see an
undervalued in Kentucky,
itemization of the student
but she said she expects this
activity fee and more
to change.
Continued from Page 1
interaction between students
"I think it will because
people more and more realize
Students elected Brian Van und Lhe adulinistrnt.ion," he
they can't have· any kind of Horn as the 1993-94 SGA said.
In addition to electing the
decent lifestyle if they don't president. Van Horn will
know something to help them also serve as Student Regent Student Senate officers,
student~
passed
an
succeed in the work world," to the Board of Regents.
she said.
Van· Hor n said h is main nmendmcnt to allow p artOlder students also face goal in his elected position is time students, who pay the
special problems including to do something for Murray $65 student activity fee, to
vote in future elections.
working full-time, finding State University as a whole.
time to study and taking care
of children. In order to help
SGA Officer Policy Changes - - - •
them cope, Burton publishes a
Because of increased costs In ruition. room and board, the ·
newsletter for them.
following
change in compensation for executive SGA officers
"The younger kids hang
around together on campu s
was passed by the Board of Regents:
imd in the residence halls
and they pick up a lot of • President Current: Full scholarship including tuition and
fees, double room and any 19 meal plan ($828)
general savvy about how to
do things by h earing it
Passed : Full scholarship' including tuition and
discussed all the time," sh e
fees, double room and declining balance meal
said. "I had a lady in here
plan ($600).
about a month ago and she
• Vice-Pres. Current: Scholarship for tuition and fees.
said, 'I come, I go to my
Passed : Scholarship for in·state tuition and
class and I go home. I don't
fees, and declining balance ($400).
have time to hang around the
• Secretary
Current: Scholarship for tuition and fees.
campus' so they miss out on
Passed : Scholarship for in·state tuition and fees.
a lot of things and that's why
• Treasurer
Current: Scholarship for tuition and fees.
I send the newsletter." .

PLEASE RECYCLE
%an~

April 23, 1993

(Murray Laundry Cente~

·-and \ '·.
'

'<("

Cather.ine Frazier
Reporter · .~

on the ir election .to Ad Club
offices . ~ou
. . both will do a
fantastic job!
~

Laundry Service SOt lb.
Free Pick-up and Delivery
Call 759-2570
(Owned and operated by MSU graduate)

~\

}

. ,.

'""'"'

Love. your sisters in Alpha Gamma Delta

•GOURMET KITCHEN -FOOD •GIFTS
Bel Air Center Murray, B.Y
•Picue Stop By and Vlalt J ody and 8.-n
•Ask About FR.l!:E Coffee • Joln O w Cofl'ee Club

•
••
'

'

'

•

•
-

Starting Monday,
April26
r

The

April 23, 1993
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PUS LIFE
•

Nuns, Sweethearts
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

The music was heavenly at
All
Campus
Sing
Wednesday when Sigma
Sigma Sigma won the Grand
Prize
with
their
representation of Sister Act.
Clad in nun's habits, the
Tri-Sigs won first place in
the sorortity division with
songs "Hail Holy Queen," "I
Will Follow Him" and
''Shout."
Alpha Sigma Alpha placed
second in the sorority
category by performing
songs from the movie, A
League of Their Own, which
included "The Star Spangled
Banner," "Dump on the
Ump" and "Take Me Out to
the Ballgame."
Alpha Gamma Delta won
third place with songs from
the play Little Shop of
Horrors. Songs included the
title song, "Be a Dentist,"
and "Suddenly Seymour."
The University Christian
Student Center placed first in
the independent category.
They sang gospel songs with
a Jamaican beat including
"Everybody Said," "Sut De
Do" and "I Understand.''
Springer Hall placed
second in the same division
with a collection of Disney
. songs, including "Be Our
Guest," "Belle" and "A
Whole New World."
. Sigma Chi won first place
in the fraternity division

WID

with
a
traditional
performance
including
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"
and "Sometimes I Feel Like
a Motherless Child."
Lambda Chi Alpha took
second place with a collection
of Jimmy Buffett songs
including "Margaritaville,"
"Come
Monday"
and
''Volcano."
Sigma Pi proved to be a
crowd pleaser winning the
Best Crowd Appeal award.
The audience laughed and
cheered as the members
played the parts of various
TV stars.
Among
the
favorite
characters determined by the
crowd were the Scooby Doo
gang with a guest appearance
by Apollo as Scooby Doo and
Laverne and Shirley.
The Sigma Pi collection of
songs also included the
themes to Green Acres,
Cheers, Gilligan's Island
and Love Boat. Sigma Pi
placed third in the fraternity
category.
Alpha Omicron Pi won the
best advertising poster
category.

as "Jailhouse Rock,'' "Will
You
Still
Love
Me
Tomorrow" and "Da Doo
Ron Ron;" Phi Mu Alpha
singing "Hail Sinfonia,"
"Dona Nobis Pacern" and
''Coney Island Baby" and the
MSU Football Team singing
the ''MSU Fight Song.''
Alpha Omicron Pi made its
entry more original by
sitting in the form of a TV
set with buttons and antenna.
Though there were many
original performances, the
nuns had it as the TriSigmas emerged as the
overall winner. Johnnie
Coffee, president of Sigma
Alpha Iota, said judging was
based mostly on talent,
technique and vocal diction.
"Costumes
and
choreography are a very
small part of it," Coffee said.
"Singing is what the
competition is most strongly
based on.''
As the weather got colder,
the audience decreased in
size. Coffee was pleased
overall with the turnout,
however.

Other
performances
included Sigma Alpha Iota
singing "Danny Boy" and
the Sigma Alpha Iota
Chorale; Alpha Omicron Pi
singing TV theme songs,
including those to Golden
Girls, Facts of Life and
Who's the Boss; Theta Chi
Delta sin~ring such 1950s hits

"The weather played a
major role in audience
response," Coffee said. "The
crowd was better at the first
when it was warmer.''

I

I

Campus groups brought
the world of film to the
steps of Lovett Audtltorlum
Wednesday for All Campus
Sing. From top left, Coach
Houston Nutt leads the
MSU football team In our
fight song; two members of
Sigma PI Imitate Laverne
and Shirley; the "sisters"
of Sigma Sigma Sigma
entertain the crowd; and
members of Alpha Omicron
PI
remember
their
childhood.

"Sigma Alpha Iota is proud
of Kathy Taloe." Coffee said.
"She did a fine job
organizing the event."

Weather Explanation-------Thanks to a new book titled Too Cold to Hatch a
Dinosaur by Barbara SeuJing, college students
.now have somewhere to look for explanations as
, ' • 4 , • to why it rains one minute, snows the next and the
'
'
•
temperature is 70 degrees the next day.
• The Pueblo Indians believed their deceased tribesmen became clbuds and returned to them with rain.
• In ancient times, people believed that war caused rain to
fall.
• Contrary to popular belief, lightning can, and does, strike
the same place more than once.
·• Most thu·ldPrstorms over land happen between 2 and 8 p.m.
Svurce. 6AH8~RA ~EULiNu

•

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Pnoto by MELISSA FARNUM

0-.:.;....A.:.....;;S_U_C_E_O_F_I_.I_FE_,
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Alumni Weekend

Murray State University welcomes members
of the classes of 1943 and 1968 as part of
Alumni Weekend.
Several activities have been planned for the
celebration, including receptions, open houses
and various entertainment events.
The Distinguished Alumnus winners, in
addition to the Distinguished Professor, will be
recognized at the Alumni and Friends luncheon
at noon on Saturday in the Curris Center.
Story on page 28

Earth Day celebration

Philanthropic deeds

Anyone wanting to get closer to nature
need only hop in the car and drive to
land Between the lakes.
The Earth Day LBL celebration is
scheduled Saturday through Monday.
Music and a review of environmental
issues are planned. Also, the faclltles
and program areas will have special
programs showing to show appreciation
to the many visitors of LBL.
Campgrounds will be open at half
price and the education center will be
open without charge.
For more information, calllBLat92~
1314.

Members of Kappa Alpha fraternity
will hold a bike-a-thon Saturday to raise
money for theirphilanthropy, Muscular
Distrophy Association.
KA members will leave the Delta Nu
chapter parking lot at 8 a.rP. and meet
up with their brother~ at University of
Tennessee-Martin. Participants will
switch off riding the bikes during the
100-mlle round trip.
Kappa Alpha officers said they hope
to raise $1 ,000 to add to the $550 they
raised during Old South Week. The
money will be donated during MDA's
fall telethon.

- Murray State News

Page 28

Mudball, luncheon welcome
back classes of 1943, 1968

April 23, 1993

Rose named as
Alumnus winner

by ALLISON MILLIKAN

Staff Report

Staff Wrtter

Jack Rose of Murray will
be recognized this weekend
as one of the three
Distinguished Alumnus
winners.
Rose, who has been
superintendent of the
Calloway County School
District
since
1976 ,
graduated from Murray
State University in 1966
with a bachelor's degree in
chemistry and mathematics.
He earned a doctorate in
education from Indiana
JACK ROSE
University in 1971.
Distinguished Alumnus
A former member of the Rose was a member of the
Kentucky Council on Higher Euclidean Ma th Club, the.
Education, he was instru- Student Affiliate of the
mental in helping Murray American Chemical Society
State obtain funding for and a laboratory assistant in
various projects, including the chemistry department.
the Regional Special Events
lose is married to the
Center.
former
Janice Collins and
He is a member of two
they
·
have
two sons,
advisory committees in the
Jonathan,
a
presidential
·
College of Industry and
sddar
at
MSU,
and
Andy,
a
Technology, two teacher
education committees at sophomore at Calloway
MSU and the Harry M. County High School. '
Sparks
Distinguished RELATED STORY
Lecture Series committee.
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While at Murray State, • Alumnus Winners

scheduled from 5:30 to 7 p.m .
tonight at the Frances E .
Miller Memorial Clubhouse, is
Murray State University's
a new event for Alumni
students, faculty and staff will
Weekend. It is a special event
welcome the classes of 1943
for the class of 1968 because
and 1968 this weekend for the
this is their 25-year reunion.
annual Alumni Weekend
celebration.
Mudball, .an event featuring
volleyball
played in 10 inches
: Patti Jones, assis tant
of
mud,
recently
became an
airector of alumni/developannual event at Alumni·
ment special events, said
Weekend.
Alumni Weekend is a time for
alumni to return to Murray.
Alumni are invited to
State during t he spring to be
participate in the tournament
honored.
as
well
as
student
organizations
or
independent
The Reunion Coffee for the
groups.
class of 1943 kicks off Alumni
Weekend this morning.
The Irvin S. Cobb Collection
•
will
formally be opened to the
"Thirty-six alumni are
public
at a reception at 7 p.m.
scheduled to attend, and they
in the Forrest C. Pogue
tonight
will be inducted int o the
Library.
Emeritus Club at t he
luncheon," Jones said. "They
A short program featuring
(members of the class of 1943)
readings from the Paducah
are our 50-year graduates, so selected based on student Student Alumni Association humorist's works will be held
this
is
their
golden nominations, and will be a Mudball a nd the "M" Club prior to the reception.
"surprise" when announced at Meeting.
anniversary."
the Alumni and Friends
Most events, with the · The Tartan Ball, an event
Jones said the distinguished Luncheon at noon on exception of the Reunion signifying Murray State's
alumnus winners and the Saturday.
Coffee and the Rock, Roll and Scottish heritage, will feature
distinguished professor will be
Several annual events for Remember Reunion, are the Alumni Big Band and
announced during Alumni the weekend are scheduled, opened to the public.
proceeds will benefit the music
Weekend. She said the including the Reunion Coffee,
Jones said tho Rock, Roll department' s scholarship
distinguished professor is the Emeritus Club Luncheon, and Remember Reunion, program.
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Mother's Rings
or Pendants
-Order Now-

4 days only

20% to 50% off
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Over 40 Designs to Choose From

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
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Congratulations to our sisters who were chosen as
Student Ambassadors'!

w.ay· to &o!

Cindy Shew
f})iane Mc(jregor
Love your sisters in,
Available at stores
on campus

IN THE ARMl; YOU'LL
TAKE CHARGE IN
MORE WAYS THAN ONE.
There's an added dimension to being a nurse in the Army.
Yo u'll have increased health care responsibilities. And
~ou'llcnjo~ the respect am~ prestige that come naturally ro
people who serve as officers in the Army N urse Corps.
You'll be a respected
member of an exceptional
health care team. Your
opinion and counsel will
be actively sought and
listen ed to. And you'Ll
have the opportunity to
pracrice nursing in a var,
tety of environmen ts, from
high ,tech military hospi,
tals to MASH units, from
fl ight lines to field hospitals, in the United States
..._
or oven;eas.
Here are some of the reasons to consider becoming an
Army N urse: good pay and benefits, opponunities for con,
tinuing education in your chosen specialty, seniority that
• moves with you when you do, and job experience you can't
put a price tag on.
Discover the Army Nurse Corps difference. Talk to an
Army N urse Recruiter today.

Call collect
615-754-2737

. -.. . .

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
~-

~-

=-..----------------

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Looks like a
Nivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one n ight.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

April 23, 1993
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Winters, Hurt n~med Distinguished Alumni
Former deari honored Physician offers advice for
Staff Report

. Ken Winters, president of
Campbellsville College, is
one
of
the
three
Distinguished Alumni to be
recognized this ;weekend.
Winters graduated from
Murray State University in
1957 with a bachelor's degree
in technology education.
He obtained a master's
degree in secondary education
from the University of Indiana
in 1964 and a doctorate in
technology education and
higher
education
administration in 1970 from
the University of Northern
KENNETH WINTERS
Colorado.
Distinguished Alumnus
Originally from Marion,
Winters worked as a the College of Applied Science
construction
planner, and Technology.
estimator, purchasing agent
He was named coordinator
and salesman for Lake City of technology programs in
: .... Building Supply Co. in Grand 1970 and in 1974 was named
·
Rivers after graduation.
assistant dean and chairman
Winters came to Murray of the Department of
State in 1965 to serve as an Engineering Technology.
assistant profesor in the
Winters had a significant
department of technology impact on the development of
education in what was then the engineering technology

@®QD@ C?@tsQO D®D D®DD©
~@

@~M@J®GU\5

program as well as the College
of Industry and Technology.
He worked closely with Dr.
Hugh L. Oakley, then dean of'
the college, during the early
phases of these developments
and spearheaded work on
securing
funding
and
architectural design for the
new Industry and Technology
Center.
Winters was named dean of
the college in 1977 and served
in that capacity u ntil h is
appointment at Campbellsville
College in 1988.
While a student at Murray
State, he was a member and
secretary of the Industrial
Arts Club, a member of
Epsilon Pi Tau, an executive
officer in Scabbard and Blade
and
was
named
a
Distinguished
Military
student.
He and his wife, the former
Shirley Henry, a Murray State
alumna, h ave one daughter,
Lisa Winters Ray, a 1981
graduate ofMurray State.

By PAM DIXON

• F irst I went t o m e dical
school," Hurt said . "Lat er I
wa s an ar my int ern before
joining t he clinic staff in
1976," Hurt said.
While at Murray State, Hurt
was a member of P i Kappa
Alpha
fr aternity,
t he
Interfr aternit y Cou ncil an d
eta Beta Beta h on orary
society.
Hurt advises students to
start early with th eir job
searches.
"Work har d befor e you
graduate, starting with your
freshman year," Hurt said.
Although st udent s s h ould
work hard, they should have a
good time while t hey attend

Staff Writer

Like
any
prospective
graduate, Richard Hurt carried
the same hopes and fears into
the job market.
Hurt, a physician in internal
medicine at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn., was named
one of the three Distinguished
Alumnus winners and will be
honored this weekend.
A 1966 graduate of Murray
State University, h e said the
job
m arket
was
less
competitive than now.
•with a ll the current
technological advances, the job
market is dramatically
RICHARD HURT
different than it was in 1966,"
. DistingUished Alumnus
he said . • Technology plays a big part in
college.
today'& workforce. Gradu ates need to be
"I keep in touch with many of my friend~\
computer literate to be able to compete in
from Murray," Hurt said. "My days in college •
many fields."
were four of the best years of my life."
Hurt had a variety of other jobs before
Hurt is married to the former Mary Ryan
settling at the Mayo Clinic.
and they have three children.

Congratulations to
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Wendy Boucher
Krlstl Cowan
Amy Fennel
Pam Gravely • alt.

students entering workforce
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OPf.N f.OR LUNCH AT lli3fl .1..M.
Serving Mexican Food From 11:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Deli Sandwiches From 11:30 a.m. • 11:30 p.m.
Call-In Orders&: Carry Out Available
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641SOUTH

PURYEAR, TN
901-247-5798

1709 Olive St.
4 bedroom, 2 bath home, near university

Mur-Cal Realty

753 4444

For real estate trends and facts, call the

Real Estate Hot Line
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Congratufations to
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Debra Draper
Kristi Jones
Amy Edwards
Heather Hollad·ay

753-3001
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on being se{ectea as 1(usli Counse{ors!
Love,
your sisters in Sigma Sigma Sigma

J-[eatliers
Sp onsore d by

UCB

April 28 in the Curtis Center Theater

STARRING: Winona Ryder & Christian Sla ter
At Westerberg High, being popular can be fatal! A
pair of rebellious teens put a murderous end to the
"in" crowd's tyrannical reign in one of the most
talked-about films of the decade. [VJ
DIRECTOR: Michael Lehmann SCREENPLAY: Daniel Watera
103 min. · 1989 · R • C ·New World · AdPac

3:30P.M.
- $1.00 WITH
WITH
MSUID 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. - $1.50 MSU ID
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Cushinberry captures title
By KELLY MENSER

fraternity and will compete in the statewide pageant in the spring of 1994.
Performing is nothing new for the
Cushinberry said she also earned
recently crowned Miss Black and Gold, something else by capturing the Miss
Catherine Cushinberry.
Black and Gold title: responsibility.
A freshman political science major from
"I'm in a position to be seen more now,•
Memphis, Tenn., Cushinberry attended she said. "Therefore, I have to maintain
Watkins Overton High School, a an intellectual, professional-type attitude
performing arts school. There, she in all situations.
participated in pageants and displayed
"I also see this as a representation of
her skills as a clarinet player.
Murray State University and our chapter
Even with this training, Cushinberry of Alpha Phi Alpha," Cushinberry said.
To earn that responsibility, Cushinberry
said she was still nervous about the onstage interview of last Saturday's Miss competed against four other minority
Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant, students in five categories: pre-interview,
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, evening gown, on-stage interview,
Inc.
businesswear and talent.
"After that, I was very relaxed,"
For the talent portion of the pageant,
Cushinberry said. "I'm the type of person Cushinberry sang "We Shall Behold Him,"
that says, 'Once things have been done, a contemporary Christian song originally
you can't go back and change them, so you recorded by Sandi Patti.
just have to be proud of what you've
Cushinberry was accompanied by a tape
done."'
of a Memphis organist playing the Vicki
In this case, it was fortunate that she Winans arrangement of the song.
could not\ change things.
Her performance earned her the "Most
As the winner of the pageant, Talented"' award of the pageant, as well.
Cushinberry will receive a $600
Back home in Memphis, Cushinberry
scholarship from the local chapter of the attends Greater Harvest Church of God in
Assistant

Photo by JUD COOK

Catherine Cushlnberry, freshman political science major
from Memphis, Tenn., is all smiles as she takes her first
walk as the new Miss Black and Gold.
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''Indecent

Christ, where she works with the youth
program. She said ·she enjoys singing and
spending quality time with her friends.
As a freshman, Cushinberry said she
has learned to balance her time between
school and extracurricular activities. She
said she would advise incoming freshmen
to do the same.
"'I would advise them to become active
on campus, but not so active that they
forget their main basis for being here and
that is education," she said.
Cush.inberry was sponsored in the Miss
Black and Gold pageant by Murray's
Masonic organization, the Ruling Star
Lodgef51.
Other contestants in the Miss Black and
Gold pageant included Terrie Gillespie,
freshman child development major from
Sturgis, first runner-up; Markeeta
Oldham, junior therapeutic recreation
m~or from Hopkinsville, second runnerup and recipient of the Alpha Phi Alpha
award; Tina Burrus, junior science major
from Paducah, "'Miss Congeniality" and
third runner-up; and Tawana Cathey,
freshman accounting major from Paducah,
fourth runner-up.

l

(jreef(Man of tfie Year
Scott 9-{arns

Proposal" (R)
'The
'Sandlot" (PG)

'11ucklebeny
Finn" (PGl

1:30
3:36

7:lo
9:10
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Jill Highftl
Darra MitdleD
Christine NIChter

SHARE AN AFTERNDII WITH
100,000 OF YIIJR CLosEsr FRIENDS.
Be a part of' the famous- or infamousKent ucky Derby lnfidd crowd Saturday, l\.1ay
1st. Besides the Run fc)J' the Roses, you can
watch athletes fmm your school battling it
out in the Derby Classic Volll.'yball Tournament. And if' you buy your infiL'Id tickets
now for $15.00, you'll save $5 on the r('gular
ad mission p r ice.
Grab y o ur friends, find a car, and make
a road trip to Churc:~~JJ Downs.
Gntc~
open at 8:00 a.m. ED I,
Post Time is 11:30 a.m. CHURCHILL rX)WN~'"
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The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma
would like to thank

A'

~

"Tickets nmv uvai/ablt• ut: Murmv Sww Uni\'(•r:,ity, Campw;
Rccn..•cltion Otne<.> Curris Cent(.'/~ Hoom #WI, 7£>2·6791, 8:00-

Melissa LaForge
for all olyour.help in directing
us for All-Campus Sing!

-E CASH OH MONf!'r' ORDER ONl.Y.

~

COLIBRI
LE GRA'JD.
AFFORDABLE
LUXURY
FROM.$29.95

1:

~

Thanks to

Stephanie Crabtree
and all those who helped make our
Founders Day wonderful
And Congratulations
to these outstanding members:
Outstanding Sigma .............. Paige Gross
Outstanding Senior ............ Mel Bauman
Outstanding Beta Phi ... .Leigh Anne Wooley
Outstanding Beta Chi ........ Carrie Hatfield
Miss Congeniality ............. Treva Kinser
Big/Lil Sis Highest
Grade Point Average ... .Heather Clauson &
Laurel Ripley

Brilliantly l.lcquert'd on solid bras_,;_ lh~
quality wrating in~trumenls are ea-;1!)'
rngrJwabl~ anJ c.ury a liletune mccho\niclll
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Love, your SL~ters in Sigma Sigma Sigma
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